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Abstract
Attention is an increasingly popular mechanism used in a wide range of neural architectures.
Because of the fast-paced advances in this domain, a systematic overview of attention is still miss-
ing. In this article, we define a unified model for attention architectures for natural language pro-
cessing, with a focus on architectures designed to work with vector representation of the textual
data. We discuss the dimensions along which proposals differ, the possible uses of attention, and
chart the major research activities and open challenges in the area.
1. Introduction
In many problems that involve the processing of natural language, the elements composing the
source text are characterized by having each a different relevance to the task at hand. For instance,
in aspect-based sentiment analysis, cue words such as “good” or “bad” could be relevant to some
aspects under consideration, but not to others. In machine translation, some words in the source
text could be irrelevant in the translation of the next word. In a visual question-answering task,
background pixels could be irrelevant in answering a question regarding an object in the foreground,
but relevant to questions regarding the scenery.
Arguably, effective solutions to such problems should factor in a notion of relevance, so as to
focus the computational resources on a restricted set of important elements. One possible approach
would be to tailor solutions to the specific genre at hand, in order to better exploit known regularities
of the input, by feature engineering. For example, in the argumentative analysis of persuasive essays,
one could decide to assign a particular emphasis to the final sentence. However, such an approach is
not always viable, especially if the input is long or very information-rich, like in text summarization,
where the output is the condensed version of a possibly lengthy text sequence. Another approach
of increasing popularity amounts to machine-learning the relevance of input elements. In that way,
neural architectures could automatically weigh the relevance of any region of the input, and take
such a weight into account while performing the main task. The commonest solution to this problem
is a mechanism known as attention.
Attention was first introduced in natural language processing (NLP) for machine translation
tasks by Bahdanau, Cho, and Bengio (2015), but the idea of glimpses had already been proposed
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Figure 1: Example of attention visualization for an aspect-based sentiment analysis task, from Bao
et al. (2018, Figure 6). Words are highlighted according to attention scores. Phrases in
bold are the words considered relevant for the task, or human rationales.
in computer vision by Larochelle and Hinton (2010), following the observation that biological reti-
nas fixate on relevant parts of the optic array, while resolution falls off rapidly with eccentricity.
The term visual attention became especially popular after Mnih, Heess, Graves, and Kavukcuoglu
(2014) proposed an architecture that could adaptively select and then process a sequence of regions
or locations at high resolution, and use a progressively lower resolution for further pixels, thereby
significantly outperforming the state of the art in several image classification tasks as well as in
dynamic visual control problems such as object tracking.
Besides offering a performance gain, the attention mechanism can also be used as a tool for
interpreting the behaviour of neural architectures, which are notoriously difficult to understand. In-
deed, neural networks are sub-symbolic architectures, therefore the knowledge they gather is stored
in numeric elements that do not provide any means of interpretation by themselves. It then becomes
hard if not impossible to pinpoint the reasons behind the wrong output of a neural architecture.
Interestingly, attention could provide a key to interpret and explain, at least to some extent, neu-
ral network behaviour (Guidotti, Monreale, Ruggieri, Turini, Giannotti, & Pedreschi, 2018). The
weights computed by attention could point us to relevant information discarded by the neural net-
work or to irrelevant elements of the input source that have been factored in and could explain a
surprising output of the neural network. By inspecting the network’s attention, for instance by vi-
sually highlighting attention weights, one could attempt to investigate and understand the outcome
of neural networks. Hence, weight visualization is now common practice, and a number of specific
tools have been devised for this type of analysis (Liu, Li, Li, Srikumar, Pascucci, & Bremer, 2018;
Lee, Shin, & Kim, 2017). Figure 1 shows an example of attention visualization in the context of
aspect-based sentiment analysis.
For all these reasons, attention has become a frequent element of neural architectures for NLP (Gatt
& Krahmer, 2018; Young, Hazarika, Poria, & Cambria, 2018). Table 1 presents a non-exhaustive list
of neural architectures where the introduction of an attention mechanism has brought about a sig-
nificant gain, grouped by the NLP tasks they address. The spectrum of tasks involved is remarkably
broad. Besides NLP and computer vision (Xu et al., 2015; Gregor, Danihelka, Graves, Rezende, &
Wierstra, 2015; Zhang, Goodfellow, Metaxas, & Odena, 2018), attentive models have been success-
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Table 1: Non-exhaustive list of works that exploit attention, grouped by the task(s) addressed.
Addressed Task Related Works
Document Classification Yang et al., 2016b; Zhang et al., 2016
Summarization Rush et al., 2015; Wu et al., 2018; Li et al., 2018a
Language Modelling Sukhbaatar et al., 2015; Daniluk et al., 2017
Question Answering Hermann et al., 2015; Sukhbaatar et al., 2015; Cheng et al., 2016; Hill et al.,
2016; Cui et al., 2016; Kadlec et al., 2016; Sordoni et al., 2016; Wang et al.,
2016; dos Santos et al., 2016; Cui et al., 2017; Dhingra et al., 2017; Shen
et al., 2017; Kundu & Ng, 2018; Zhu et al., 2018; Tay et al., 2018b
Question Answering over Knowledge Base Hao et al., 2017
Machine Translation Luong et al., 2015; Mi et al., 2016b, 2016a; Meng et al., 2016; Tu et al., 2016;
Li et al., 2018b; Bahdanau et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2016; Vaswani et al., 2017;
Britz et al., 2017; Bapna et al., 2018; Yang et al., 2018; Chen et al., 2018b;
Wu et al., 2018; Domhan, 2018; Zhao & Zhang, 2018; Lin et al., 2018b,
2018a; Malaviya et al., 2018
Translation Quality Estimation Martins & Kreutzer, 2017
Morphology
Pun Recognition Diao et al., 2018
Multimodal Tasks Zadeh et al., 2018
Image Captioning Xu et al., 2015
Visual Question Answering Lu et al., 2016; Yang et al., 2016a; Song et al., 2018b
Task-oriented Language Grounding Chaplot et al., 2018
Information Extraction
Coreference Resolution Zhang et al., 2018b; Kundu et al., 2018
Named Entity Recognition Zhang et al., 2018a; Martins & Kreutzer, 2017
Optical Character Recognition Correction Dong & Smith, 2018
Social Application
Abusive content detection Pavlopoulos et al., 2017
Semantic
Entity Disambiguation Nie et al., 2018
Natural Language Inference Parikh et al., 2016; Tay et al., 2018a; Martins & Astudillo, 2016; Wang &
Jiang, 2016; Shen et al., 2018a, 2018b
Semantic Relatedness Shen et al., 2018a
Semantic Role Labelling Strubell et al., 2018; Tan et al., 2018
Textual Entailment Rockta¨schel et al., 2016; Tay et al., 2018b; Lin et al., 2017
Word Sense Disambiguation Luo et al., 2018
Syntax
Constituency Parsing Vinyals et al., 2015b; Kitaev & Klein, 2018
Dependency Parsing Kohita et al., 2018; Dozat & Manning, 2017; Martins & Kreutzer, 2017
Sentiment Analysis Tang et al., 2016; Cheng et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2016; Bao et al., 2018; He
et al., 2018; Zhu & Qian, 2018; Ma et al., 2017; Fan et al., 2018; Ma et al.,
2018; Tay et al., 2018c; Yu et al., 2018; Shen et al., 2018a; Lin et al., 2017;
Li et al., 2018d; Fan et al., 2017
Agreement/Disagreement Identification Chen et al., 2018a
Argumentation Mining Stab et al., 2018
Emoji prediction Barbieri et al., 2018
Emotion Cause Analysis Li et al., 2018c
Emotion Classification Yu et al., 2018
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fully adopted in many other different fields, such as speech recognition (Chorowski, Bahdanau, Cho,
& Bengio, 2014; Chan, Jaitly, Le, & Vinyals, 2016; Sperber, Niehues, Neubig, Stker, & Waibel,
2018), recommendation (Wang, Hu, Cao, Huang, Lian, & Liu, 2018; Ying, Zhuang, Zhang, Liu,
Xu, Xie, Xiong, & Wu, 2018), time-series analysis (Tran, Iosifidis, Kanniainen, & Gabbouj, 2018;
Song, Rajan, Thiagarajan, & Spanias, 2018a), and mathematical problems (Vinyals, Fortunato, &
Jaitly, 2015a).
In NLP, after an initial exploration by a number of seminal papers (Bahdanau et al., 2015;
Sukhbaatar et al., 2015; Vaswani et al., 2017), a fast-paced development of new attention models and
attentive architectures ensued, resulting in a highly diversified architectural landscape. Because of,
and adding to, the overall complexity, it is not unheard of different groups of authors who have been
independently following similar intuitions leading to the development of almost identical attention
models. For instance, the concepts of inner attention (Wang et al., 2016) and word attention (Wu
et al., 2018) are arguably one and the same. Unsurprisingly, the same terms have been introduced by
different authors to define different concepts, thus further adding to the ambiguity in the literature.
For example, the term context vector is used with different meanings by Bahdanau et al. (2015),
Wang, Hua, Kodirov, Hu, and Robertson (2018), and Yang et al. (2016b).
In this article, we offer a systematic overview of attention models developed for NLP. To this
end, we provide a general model of attention for NLP tasks, and use it to chart the major research
activities in this area. We restrict our analysis to attentive architectures designed to work with
vectorial representation of data, as it typically is the case in NLP. Readers interested in attention
models for tasks where data has a graph representation can refer to the survey by Lee, Rossi, Kim,
Ahmed, and Koh (2018), which specifically addresses attention models in graphs, framing them
according to the characteristics of the graph and of the general task.
What this survey does not offer is a comprehensive account of all the neural architectures for
NLP that use an attention mechanism, not only because of the sheer volume of new articles fea-
turing architectures that increasingly rely on such a mechanism, but also because our purpose is to
produce a synthesis and a critical outlook rather than a flat listing of research activities. For the
same reason, we do not offer a quantitative evaluation of different types of attention mechanisms,
since such mechanisms in general are embedded in larger neural network architectures devised to
address specific tasks, and it would be pointless in many cases to make comparisons using differ-
ent standards. Focused comparative studies have been carried out, for instance, in the domain of
machine translation, by Britz et al. (2017) and Domhan (2018).
This survey is structured as follows. In Section 2 we define a general model of attention and we
describe its components. We use the machine-translation architecture by Bahdanau et al. (2015) as
an illustration and an instance of the general model. In Section 3 we propose a taxonomy for differ-
ent attention models, divided by compatibility function, input representation, distribution function,
and multiplicity. Section 4 discusses how attention can be combined with knowledge about the task
or the data. In Section 5 we discuss open challenges, current trends and future directions. Section 6
concludes.
2. The Attention Function
The attention mechanism is a part of a neural architecture that enables to dynamically highlight
relevant features of the input data, which in NLP is typically a sequence of textual elements. It can
be applied directly on the raw input, or on its higher-level representation. The core idea behind
4
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Figure 2: Architecture of RNNsearch (Bahdanau et al., 2015) (left) and its attention model (right).
attention is to compute a weight distribution on the input sequence, assigning higher values to more
relevant elements.
To illustrate, we briefly describe a classic attention architecture, called RNNsearch (Bahdanau
et al., 2015). We chose RNNsearch because of its historical significance, and also because of its
simplicity compared to other architectures that we will describe further on.
2.1 An Example for Machine Translation and Alignment
RNNsearch uses attention in a machine translation task. The objective is to compute an output
sequence y that is a translation of an input sequence x. The architecture consists of an encoder
followed by a decoder, as Figure 2 illustrates.
The encoder is a Bidirectional Recurrent Neural Network (BiRNN) (Schuster & Paliwal, 1997)
that computes an annotation term hi for every input term xi of x (Eq. 1).
(h1, . . . ,hT ) = BiRNN(x1, . . . , xT ) (1)
The decoder consists of two elements in cascade: the attention function and an RNN. At each
time step t, the attention function produces an embedding ct of the input sequence, called a context
vector. The subsequent RNN, characterized by a hidden state st, computes from such an embedding
a probability distribution over all possible output symbols, pointing to the most probable symbol yt
(Eq. 2).
p(yt|y1, ..., yt−1,x) = RNN(ct) (2)
The context vector is obtained as follows. At each time-step t, the attention function takes as
input the previous hidden state of the RNN st−1 and the annotations h1, . . . ,hT . Such inputs are
processed through an alignment model (Eq. 3) to obtain a set of scalar values eti which score the
5
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Figure 3: Core attention model.
matching between the inputs around position i and the outputs around position t. These scores are
then normalized through a softmax function, so as to obtain a set of weights ati (Eq. 4).
eti = f(st−1,hi) (3)
ati =
exp(eti)∑T
j=1 exp(etj)
(4)
Finally, the context vector ct is computed as a weighted sum of the annotations hi based on
their weights ati (Eq. 5).
ct =
∑
i
atihi (5)
Quoting Bahdanau et al. (2015), the use of attention “relieve[s] the encoder from the burden
of having to encode all information in the source sentence into a fixed length-vector. With this
new approach the information can be spread throughout the sequence of annotations, which can be
selectively retrieved by the decoder accordingly.”
2.2 A Unified Attention Model
The characteristics of an attention model depend on the structure of the data whereupon they op-
erate, and on the desired output structure. The unified model we propose is based on and extends
the models proposed by Daniluk et al. (2017) and Vaswani et al. (2017). It comprises a core part
shared by almost the totality of the models found in the surveyed literature, as well as some addi-
tional components that, although not universally present, are still found in the majority of literature
models.
Figure 3 illustrates the core attention model, which is part of the general model shown in Fig-
ure 4. Table 2 lists the key terms and symbols. The core of the attention mechanism maps a
sequence K of dk vectors ki, the keys, to a distribution a of dk weights ai. K encodes the data
features whereupon attention is computed. For instance, K may be word or character embeddings
of a document, or the internal states of a recurrent architecture, as it happens with the annotation hi
in RNNsearch, or they could include multiple features or representations of the same object (e.g.,
both one-hot encoding and embedding of a word), or even – if the task calls for it – representations
of entire documents.
6
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Table 2: Notation.
Symbol Name Definition
x Input sequence Sequence of textual elements constituting the raw input.
K Keys Matrix of dk vectors (ki) of size nk, whereupon attention
weights are computed: K ∈ Rnk×dk .
V Values Matrix of dk vectors (vi) of size nv, whereupon attention
is applied: V ∈ Rnv×dk . Each vi and its corresponding
ki offer two, possibly different, interpretations of the same
entity.
q Query Vector of size nq, or sequence thereof, in which respect
attention is computed: q ∈ Rnq .
kaf qaf
vaf
Annotation functions Functions that encode the input sequence and query, pro-
ducing K, q and V respectively.
e Energy scores Vector of size dk, whose scalar elements (energy “scores”,
ei) represent the relevance of the corresponding ki, accord-
ing to the compatibility function: e ∈ Rdk .
a Attention weights Vector of size dk, whose scalar elements (attention
“weights”, ai) represent the relevance of the correspond-
ing ki according to the attention model: a ∈ Rdk .
f Compatibility function Function that evaluates the relevance of K with respect to
q, returning a vector of energy scores: e = f(K, q).
g Distribution function Function that computes the attention weights from the en-
ergy scores: a = g(e).
Z Weighted values Matrix of dk vectors (zi) of size nv, representing the appli-
cation of a to V : Z ∈ Rnv×dk .
c Context vector Vector of size nv, offering a compact representation of Z:
c ∈ Rnv .
In most of the cases, another input element q, called query,1 is used as a reference when com-
puting the attention distribution. The attention mechanism will give emphasis to the input elements
considered to be relevant to the task according to the query, if a query is defined, or else those
considered to be inherently relevant to the task, if no query is defined. In RNNsearch, for instance,
q is a single element, namely the RNN hidden state st−1. In other architectures, q ranges from
embeddings of actual textual queries, to contextual information, to background knowledge, and so
on, and as such it can take the form of a matrix rather than a vector. For example, in their Document
Attentive Reader, Sordoni et al. (2016) make use of two query vectors.
From the keys and query, a vector e of dk energy scores ei is computed through a compatibility
function f (Eq. 6).
e = f(q,K) (6)
1. The concept of “query” in attention models should not be confused with that used in tasks such as question answering
or information retrieval. In our model, the “query” is an element of a general architecture and is task-independent.
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Figure 4: General attention model.
Function f corresponds to RNNsearch’s “alignment model”, and to what other authors call
“energy function” (Zhao & Zhang, 2018). Energy scores are then transformed into attention weights
using what we call a distribution function, g (Eq. 7).
a = g(e) (7)
Such weights are the outcome of the core attention mechanism. The commonest distribution
function is the softmax function, as in RNNsearch, which normalizes all the scores to a probability
distribution. Weights represent the relevance of each element to the given task, with respect to q
and K.
The computation of these weights may already be sufficient for some tasks such as the clas-
sification task addressed by Cui et al. (2017). Nevertheless, in most cases the task requires the
computation of new representation of the keys. In such cases, it is common to have another input
element: a sequence V of dk vectors vi, the values, representing the data whereupon the attention
computed from K and q is to be applied. Each element of V corresponds to one and only one
element of K, and the two can be seen as different representations of the same data. Indeed, many
architectures, including RNNsearch, do not distinguish betweenK and V . The distinction between
keys and values was introduced by Daniluk et al. (2017), who use different representations of the
input for computing the attention distribution and the contextual information. V and a are thus
combined to obtain a new set Z of weighted representations of V (Eq. 8), which are then merged
together so as to produce a compact representation ofZ usually called the context vector c (Eq. 9).2
The commonest way of obtaining c from Z is by summation. However, alternatives have been
proposed, including the use of gating functions (Shen et al., 2018a). Either way, c will be mainly
determined by values associated with higher attention weights.
zi = aivi (8)
c =
dk∑
i=1
zi (9)
2. Although most authors use this terminology, we shall remark that Yang et al. (2016b), Wang et al. (2018) and other
authors use the term context vector to refer to other elements of the attention architecture.
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What we described so far is a synthesis of the most frequent architectural choices made in the
design of attentive architectures. Other options will be explored in Section 3.4.
2.3 The Uses of Attention
Attention enables to estimate the relevance of the input elements as well as to combine said elements
into a compact representation – the context vector – that condenses the characteristics of the most
relevant elements. Because the context vector is smaller than the original input, it requires fewer
computational resources to be processed at later stages, yielding a computational gain.
For tasks such as document classification, where usually there is only K in input and no query,
the attention mechanism can be seen as an instrument to encode the input into a compact form.
The computation of such an embedding can be seen as a form of feature selection, and as such
it can be applied to any set of features sharing the same representation. This applies to the case
where features come from different domains (Zadeh et al., 2018) or from different levels of a neural
architecture (Bapna et al., 2018), or where they simply represent different aspects of the input
document (Maharjan, Montes, Gonza´lez, & Solorio, 2018).
When the generation of a text sequence is required, as in machine translation, attention enables
to make use of a dynamic representation of the input sequence, whereby the whole input does not
have to be encoded into a single vector. At each time step, the encoding is tailored according to the
task, and in particular q represents an embedding of the previous state of the decoder. More gener-
ally, the possibility to perform attention with respect to a query q allows us to create representations
of the input that depend on the task context, creating specialized embeddings.
Since attention can create create contextual representations of an element, it can also be used to
build sequence-to-sequence annotators, without resorting RNNs or CNNs, as suggested by Vaswani
et al. (2017), who rely on an attention mechanism to obtain a whole encoder/decoder architecture.
Attention can also be used as a tool for selecting specific words. This could be the case for
example in dependency parsing, where Strubell et al. (2018) rely on self-attention in order to predict
dependencies, and in cloze question-answering tasks (Kadlec et al., 2016; Cui et al., 2017). In
the latter case, attention can be applied to a textual document or to a vocabulary to perform a
classification among the words.
Finally, attention can come in handy when multiple interacting input sequences have to be con-
sidered in combination. In tasks such as question answering, where the input consists of two textual
sequences—for instance, the question and the document, or the question and the possible answers—
an encoding of such sequences can be obtained according to the mutual interactions between the
elements of such sequences, rather than by applying a more rigid a-priori defined model. We will
discuss this technique, which is known as co-attention, in Section 3.4.2.
3. A Taxonomy for Attention Models
Attention models can be described on the basis of the following orthogonal dimensions: the nature
of inputs (Section 3.1), the compatibility function (Section 3.2), the distribution function (Sec-
tion 3.3), and the number of distinguished inputs/outputs, which we refer to as “multiplicity” (Sec-
tion 3.4). Moreover, attention modules can themselves be used inside larger attention models to
obtain complex architectures, such as hierarchical input models (Section 3.1.1) or in some multiple
input co-attention models (Section 3.4.2).
9
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3.1 Input Representation
In NLP-related tasks,K and V usually are representations of parts of documents, such as sequences
of characters, words, or sentences. These components are usually embedded into continuous vector
representations and then processed through key/value annotation functions (called kaf and vaf in
Figure 4), so as to obtain a hidden representation resulting in K and V . A typical annotation
function could be a recurrent neural layer such as a RNN, a Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU), a Long
Short-Term Memory (LSTM), or a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). In this way, ki and vi
represent an input element relative to its local context. If the layers in charge of annotation are
trained together with the attention model, they can learn to encode information useful to the attention
model.
Alternatively, ki/vi can be taken to represent each input element in isolation, rather than in
context. For instance, they could be a one-hot encoding of words or characters, or a pre-trained
word embedding. This results in an application of the attention mechanism directly to the raw
inputs, which is a model known as inner attention (Wang et al., 2016). Such a model has proven
to be effective by several authors, who have exploited it in different fashions (Pavlopoulos et al.,
2017; Vaswani et al., 2017; Wu et al., 2018; Li et al., 2018d). The resulting architecture has a
smaller number of layers and hyper-parameters, which reduces the computational resources needed
for training.
We have assumed so far two different input sources: the input sequence, represented by K and
V , and the query, represented by q. However, some architectures, known as self or intra attentive
models, compute attention only based on the input sequence. This usually happens in one of two
cases: when the query term q is missing, as in Yang et al.’s (2016b), Lin et al.’s (2017), or when
the keys and query represent the same data, as in (Vaswani et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2018). The
former case results in simplified compatibility functions (see Section 3.2). The latter can be dealt
with in multiple ways. One possibility is to consider the whole K to be the query, and apply a
technique we will describe in Section 3.4.2, known as co-attention. As a special case, one can also
construct a query q which represents the entire setK, for example, by computing an average vector.
Alternatively, one could consider the representation of part ofK as the query. For example, Ma et al.
(2018) apply an attention mechanism to a selected subset of K, and then use the resulting context
vector as query in a further attention module. That could be considered as a case of hierarchical
input architecture (see Section 3.1.1). Finally, one could apply attention multiple times, using each
time a different kt as a query. In this case, the weights ai will represent the relevance of ki with
respect to kt, yielding dK separate context embeddings, ct, one per key. Attention could thus be
used as a sequence-to-sequence model, as an alternative to CNNs or RNNs (see Figure 5). This is
especially interesting, since it could overcome a well-known shortcoming of RNNs: their limited
ability of modeling long-range dependencies (Bengio, Simard, & Frasconi, 1994).
K can also represent a single element of the input sequence. This is the case, for example,
in the work by Bapna et al. (2018), whose attention architecture operates on different encodings
of the same element, obtained by subsequent application of RNN layers. The context embeddings
obtained for all components individually can then be concatenated, producing a new representation
of the document that encodes the most relevant representation of each component for the given task.
We have so far considered the input to be a sequence of characters, words, or sentences, which
is the case most of the times. However, the input can also be other things, such as a juxtaposition
of features or relevant aspects of the same textual element. For instance, Zadeh et al. (2018) and
10
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service was excellent
service
was
excellent
Figure 5: Example of use of attention in a sequence-to-sequence model.
Li et al. (2018a) consider inputs composed of different sources, and for Maharjan et al. (2018) and
Kiela, Wang, and Cho (2018) the input represents different aspects of the same document. In that
case, embeddings of the input can be collated together and fed into an attention model as multiple
keys, as long as the embeddings share the same representation. This allows to highlight the most
relevant elements of the inputs and operate a feature selection, which can lead to a reduction of
the dimensionality of the representation via the context embedding c produced by the attention
mechanism.
3.1.1 HIERARCHICAL INPUT ARCHITECTURES
If portions of input data can be meaningfully grouped together into higher level structures, hierar-
chical input attention models can be exploited to subsequently apply multiple attention modules at
different levels of the composition, as illustrated in Figure 6.
Consider, for instance, data naturally associated with a two-level semantic structure, such as
characters (the “micro”-elements) forming words (the “macro”-elements), or words forming sen-
tences. Attention can be first applied to the representations of micro elements ki, so as to build
aggregate representations kj of the macro-elements, such as context vectors. Attention could then
be applied again to the sequence of macro element embeddings, in order to compute an embedding
for the whole document D. With this model, attention first highlights the most relevant micro-
elements within each macro-element, and then the most relevant macro-elements in the document.
For instance, Yang et al. (2016b) apply attention first at word level, for each sentence in turn, to
compute sentence embeddings. Then, they apply attention again on the sentence embeddings to
obtain a document representation. With reference to the model introduced in Section 2, embeddings
are computed for each sentence in D, and then all such embeddings are used together as keys K to
compute the document-level weights a and eventually D’s context vector c.
If representations for both micro-level and macro-level elements are available, one can compute
attention on one level and then exploit the result as a key or query to compute attention on the other,
yielding two different micro/macro representations of D. In this way, attention enables to identify
the most relevant elements for the task at both levels. The attention-via-attention model by Zhao and
Zhang (2018) defines a hierarchy with characters at the micro level and words at the macro level.
Both characters and words act as keys. Attention is first computed on word embeddings KW ,
thus obtaining a document representation in the form of a context vector cW , which in turn acts as
11
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Figure 5: Example of use of attention in a sequence-to-sequence model.
of features or relevant aspects of the same textual element. For instance, Zadeh et al. (2018) and
Li et al. (2018a) consider inputs composed of different sources, and for Maharjan et al. (2018) and
Kiela, Wang, and Cho (2018) the input represents different aspects of the same document. In that
case embeddings of the input can be collated together and fed into an attention model as multiple
keys, as long as the embeddings share the same representation. This allows to highlight the most
relevant elements of the inputs and operate a feature selection, which can lead to a reduction of
the dimensionality of the representation via the context embedding c produced by the attention
mechanism.
3.2 Hierarchical Input Architectures
When portions of input data can be grouped together into higher level structures, hierarchical input
attention models can be exploited to subsequently apply multiple attention blocks at different levels
of the composition, as illustrated in Figure 6.
Consider, for instance, data naturally associated with a two-level semantic structure, such as
characters forming words, or words forming sentences. Let us use an L subscript to denote lower-
level, “micro” elements, such as words with respect to sentences, and H to denote higher-level,
“macro” elements of a document D. Attention can be first applied to the representations of micro
elements kL,i, so as to build aggregate representations kH,j of the macro-elements, such as context
vectors. Attention could then be applied again, to the sequence of macro element embeddings, to
compute an embedding for D. With this model, attention first highlights the most relevant micro-
elements within each macro-element, and then the most relevant macro-elements in the document.
For instance, Yang et al. (2016b) apply attention first at word level, for each sentence in turn, to
compute sentence embeddings. Then, they apply attention again on the sentence embeddings to
obtain a document representation. With reference to the model introduced in Section 2, embeddings
cS,j are computed for each sentence in D, and then all such embeddings are used together as keys,
KD to compute the document-level weights aD and context cD.
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of features or relevant aspects of the same textual element. For instance, Zadeh et al. (2018) and
Li et al. (2018a) consider inputs composed of different sources, and for Maharjan et al. (2018) and
Kiela, Wang, and Cho (2018) the input represents different aspects of the same document. In that
case embeddings of the input can be collated together and fed into an attention model as multiple
keys, as long as the embeddings share the same representation. This allows to highlight the most
relevant elements of the inputs and operate a feature selection, which can lead to a reduction of
the dimensionality of the representation via the context embedding c produced by the attention
mechanism.
3.2 Hierarchical Input Architectures
When portions of inpu data can be grouped tog ther into highe level structures, hie archical input
attention odels can be exploited to subsequently apply multiple attention blocks at different levels
of the composition, as illustrated in Figure 6.
Consider, for instance, data naturally associated with a two-level semantic structure, such as
characters forming words, or words forming sentences. Let us use an L subscript to denote lower-
level, “micro” elements, such as words with respect to sentences, and H to denote higher-level,
“macro” elements of a document D. Attention can be first applied to the representations of micro
elements kL,i, so as to build aggregate representations kH,j of the macro-elements, such as context
vectors. Attention could then be applied again, to the sequence of acro element embeddings, to
compute an embedding for D. With this model, attention first highlights the most relevant micro-
elements within each macro-element, and then the most relevant macro-elements in the document.
For instan e, Yang et al. (2016b) apply attention first at word level, for each sentence in turn, to
compute sentence embeddings. Then, they apply attention again on the sentence embeddings to
obtain a document representation. With reference to the model introduced in Section 2, embeddings
cS,j are computed for each sentence in D, and then all such embeddings are used together as keys,
KD to compute the document-level weights aD and context cD.
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of features or relevant aspects of the same textual element. For instance, Zadeh et al. (2018) and
Li et al. (2018a) consider inputs composed of different sources, and for Maharjan et al. (2018) and
Kiela, Wang, and Cho (2018) the input represents different aspects of the same docu ent. In that
case embeddings of the input can be collated together and fed into an attention model as multiple
keys, as long as the embeddings share the same representation. This allows to highlight the most
relevant elements of the inputs and operate a feature selection, which can lead to a reduction of
the dimensionality of the representation via the context embedding c produced by the attention
mechanism.
3.2 Hierarchical Input Architectures
When portions of input data an be grouped together into higher level structures, hierarchical input
attention models can be exploited to ubsequently apply multiple attention blocks at ifferent levels
of the composition, as illustrated in Figur 6.
Consider, for instance, data naturally associat d with a two-level semantic structure, such as
characters forming words, or words forming sentences. Let us use a L subscript to denote lower-
level, “micro” elements, such as words with respect to sentences, and H t denote higher-level,
“macro” elements of a document D. Attention can be first applied to the representations of micro
elements kL,i, s as to build aggregate representatio s kH,j of the macro-elements, such as context
vectors. Attenti n coul then be applied again, to the sequence of acro element embeddings, to
compute an embedding for D. With this model, attention first highlights the most relevant micro-
elements within each macro-element, and then the most relevant macro-elements in the document.
For instance, Yang et al. (2016b) apply attention first at word level, for each sentence in turn, to
compute sentence embeddings. Then, they apply attention again on the sentence embeddings to
obtain a document representation. With reference to the model introduced in Section 2, embeddings
cS,j are computed for each sentence in D, and then all such embeddings are used together as keys,
KD to compute the document-level weights aD and context cD.
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of features or relevant aspects of the same textual element. For instance, Zadeh et al. (2018) and
Li et al. (2018a) consider inputs composed of different sources, and for Maharjan et al. (2018) and
Kiela, Wang, and Cho (2018) the i put r presents different aspects of the same document. In that
case emb dings of the input can be collated together and fed into an attention model as multiple
k ys, as long as the emb ddings share t representatio . This allows to highlight the most
relevant elements of the inputs and operate a feature selection, which can lead to a reduction of
the dimensionality of the representation via the context embedding c produced by the attention
mechanism.
3.2 Hierarchical Input Architectures
When portions of input data can be grouped together into higher level structures, hierarchical input
attention models can be exploited to subsequently apply multiple attention blocks at different levels
of the composition, as illustrated in Figu e 6.
Consider, for instance, data naturally associated with a two-level semantic structure, such as
characters forming wor s, or words forming sentences. Let us use an L subscript to denote lower-
level, “micro” elements, such as words with respect to sentences, and H to denote higher-level,
“macr ” elements of a docume t D. Attention can be first appli d to the representations of micro
element kL,i, so as to build aggr gate representations kH,j of th macro-elements, such as context
vectors. Attention could then be applied again, to the sequence of macro element embeddings, to
comp te an embedding for D. With this model, att ion first highlights the most relevant micro-
elements with each macro-element, nd then the most relevant macro-elements in the document.
For in tance, Yang et al. (2016b) apply at ention first at word level, for each sentence in turn, to
co pute sent ce e beddings. Then, they apply attention agai on the sentence embeddings to
obt in a document representatio . With ref rence to the model i tr duced in Section 2, embeddings
cS,j are comput d for ach sentenc in D, a d then all such embeddings are used together as keys,
KD to compute the docum nt-level weights aD and context cD.
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of features or relevant aspects of the same textual element. For instance, Zadeh et al. (2018) and
Li et al. (2018a) consider inputs composed of different sources, and for Maharjan et al. (2018) and
Kiela, Wang, and Cho (2018) the input represents different aspects of the same document. In that
case embeddi gs of the input can be collated together and fed into an attention model as multiple
keys, as long as the embeddings share the same representation. This allows to highlight the most
relevant elements of the inputs and operate a feature selection, which can lead to a reduction of
the dimensionality of the representation via the context embedding c produced by the attention
mechanism.
3.2 Hierarchical Input Architectures
When portions of input data can be grouped together into higher level structures, hierarchical input
attention models can be xploited to subs quently apply multiple attention blocks at different levels
of the composition, as illustrated in Figure 6.
Consider, for instance, data naturally associated with a two-level semantic structure, such as
characters forming words, or words forming sentences. Let us use an L subscript to denote lower-
level, “micro” elements, such as words with respect to sentences, and H to denote higher-level,
“macro” elements of a document D. Attention can be first applied to the representations of micro
elements kL,i, so as to build aggregate representations kH,j of the macro-elements, such as context
vectors. Attention could then be applied again, to the sequence of macro element embeddings, to
compute an embedding for D. With this model, attention first highlights the most relevant micro-
elements within each macro-element, and then the most relevant macro-elements in the document.
For instance, Yang et al. (2016b) apply attention first at word level, for each sentence in turn, to
compute sentence embeddings. Then, they apply attention again on the sentence embeddings to
obtain a document representation. With reference to the model introduced in Section 2, embeddings
cS,j are computed for each sentence in D, and then all such embeddings are used together as keys,
KD to compute the document-level weights aD and context cD.
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of features or relevant asp cts of the same textual element. For instance, Zadeh et al. (2018) and
Li et l. (2018 ) consider inputs c mposed of diff rent sources, and f r Maharjan et al. (2018) and
Ki la, W ng, and Cho (2018) the input represents different aspects of the same document. In that
case embeddings of the input ca be coll ted tog ther and fed into an attention model as multiple
keys, as long as the embeddings hare the same representation. This allows to highlight the most
rel vant ele ents of the inputs and operate a feature selection, which can lead to a reduction of
the dimen ionality of the representation via the context embedding c produced by the attention
mechanism.
3.2 Hierar hical Input Architectures
When porti ns of i put data can grouped together into higher level structures, hi rarchical input
attention models can b exploited to subsequently apply multiple atte tion bl cks at different levels
of the comp sition, as ill strated i Fig re 6.
Cons der, for i stanc , data naturally associated with a two-lev l semantic structure, such as
characters forming words, or word forming sent nc s. Let us use an L sub cript to denote lower-
level, “micro” elements, such as words with respe to sente ces, and H to denote higher-level,
“mac o” elements of a doc m nt D. Attention can b first applied to the representations of micro
elements kL,i, o as to build aggreg t r present tions kH,j of the macro-elements, such as context
vectors. Attentio could hen b pplied again, to he equence of macro element embeddings, to
compute an embedding for D. With this mo el, attention firs highli hts the most relevant micro-
el m ts within each macro-element, and then the ost relevant macro-elements in the document.
For instanc , Yang e al. (2016b) apply attention first t word level, for each sentence in turn, to
compute sentence embeddings. Then, they apply attention again on the sentence embeddings to
obtain a document epresentation. With r ference to the model introduced in Section 2, embeddings
cS,j are com uted for each sentence in D, and then all such embeddings are used together as keys,
KD to comput the docum nt-level weights aD and cont xt cD.
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of features or relevant aspects f the same text al element. For instance, Zadeh et al. (2018) an
Li et al. (2018a) consider inputs composed of different so rces, and for Maharjan et al. (2018) and
Kiela, Wang, and Cho (2018) the input represents different asp cts of t s me document. In that
case embeddings of the input can be collated together and fed into an att ntion model as multiple
keys, as long as the mbeddings share the same representation. This allows to highlight t e most
relevant elements of the inputs and operate a f atur selection, w ich can lead to a redu tion of
the dimensionality of t e representation via the context embedding c produced by the attention
mechanism.
3.2 Hierarchical Input Architectures
When portions of input data can be grouped together into higher level structures, hierarchical input
attention models can be exploited to subsequently apply multiple attention blocks at different levels
of the composition, as illustrat d in Figure 6.
Consider, for instance, data naturally associated with a two-level semantic structure, such as
characters forming words, or words forming sentences. Let us use an L subscript to denote lower-
level, “micro” elements, such as words with respect to sentences, and H to denote higher-level,
“macro” elements of a document D. Attention can be first applied to the representations of micro
elements kL,i, so as to build aggregate representations kH,j of the macro-elements, such as context
vectors. Attention could then be applied again, to the sequence of macro element embeddings, to
compute an embedding for D. With this model, attention first highlights the most relevant micro-
elements within each macro-element, and then the most relevant macro-ele ents in the docu ent.
For instance, Yang et al. (2016b) apply attention first at word level, for each sentence in turn, to
mpute sentence embeddings. Then, they apply ttention again on the sentence embeddings to
obtain a document representation. With reference to the model i troduced in Section 2, embeddings
cS,j re computed for each sentence in D, d then all such embeddings are used t get r as keys,
KD to compute he document-lev l weights aD and cont xt cD.
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f features or relevant asp c s of the same tex ual element. For instance, Zadeh et al. (2018) and
Li t al. (2018a) consider inpu s composed of different sources, and for Maharjan et al. (2018) and
Kiela, Wang, a d C o (2018) the input represe ts different aspects of the same document. In that
case embeddings of the input can be collated together and fed into an attention model as multiple
keys, as long as the embeddings share the same representation. This allows to highlight the most
relevant elements of the inputs and operate a feature selection, which can lead to a reduction of
the dimensionality of the representation via the context embedding c produced by the attention
mechanism.
3.2 Hierarchical Input Architectures
When portions of inp t data can be grouped together into higher level structures, hierarchical input
attenti n models can be exploit d to subsequently apply m ltiple attention blocks at different levels
of the composition, as illustrated in Figure 6.
Consider, for instance, data naturally associated with a two-level semantic structure, such as
characters forming words, or words forming sentences. Let us use an L subscript to denote lower-
level, “micro” elements, such as words with respect to sentences, and H to denote higher-level,
“macro” elements of a document D. Attention can be first applied to the representations of micro
elements kL,i, so as to build aggregate representations kH,j of the macro-elements, such as context
vectors. Attention could then be applied again, to the sequence of macro element embeddings, to
compute an embedding for D. With this model, attention first highlights the most relevant micro-
elements within each macro-element, and then the most relevant macro-elements in the document.
For instance, Yang et al. (2016b) apply attention first at word level, for each sentence in turn, to
compute sentence embeddings. Then, they apply attention again on the sentence embeddings to
obtain a document representation. With reference to the model introduced in Section 2, embeddings
cS,j are computed for each sentence in D, and then all such embeddings are used together as keys,
KD to compute the document-level weights aD and context cD.
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of features or relevant aspects of the same textual element. For instance, Zadeh et al. (2018) and
Li et al. (2018a) consid r inputs comp sed of differ sources, and for Maharjan t al. (2018) and
Kiela, Wang, and Cho (2018) the input represents dif erent aspects of the same document. In that
case embeddings of the input an be collated together and fed into an attention model as multiple
keys, as long as the embeddings share the sam representation. This allows to highlight the most
relevant elements of the inputs and operate a feature selection, which can lead to a reductio of
the dimensionality of the representation via the context embedding c produced by th attention
mechanism.
3.1.1 HIERARCHICAL INPUT ARCHITECTURES
When portions of input data can be grouped together into higher level structures, hierarchical input
attention models can be exploited to subsequently apply multiple attention modules at different
levels of the compositio , as illustrated in Figure 6.
Consider, for instance, data naturally associated with a two-level semantic structure, such as
characters (the “micro”-elements) forming words (the “micro”-elements), or words forming sen-
tences. Attention can be first applied to the representati ns of micro lements ki, so as to build
aggregate represen ations kj f the macro- lements, such a context vectors. Attention could then
be applied again t the sequence of macro element embeddings, in order to compute an embedding
for the whole document D. With thi model, attentio first highlights the most releva t micro-
elements within each macro-element, and then the most rel vant ma ro-element in t ocument.
For instance, Yang et al. (2016b) apply attention first at word level, for each sentence in turn, to
compute sentence embeddings. Then, they apply attention again on the sent nce mbedd ng to
obtain a document representation. With refe ence o the model introduced in Section 2, embeddings
are computed for each sentence inD, and then all such embeddings are used together as keys,K t
compute the document-level weights a and eventually D’s context vector c.
When representations for both micro-level and macro-level elements are available, one can com-
pute attention on one level and then exploit the result as a key or query to compute attention on the
other, yielding two different micro/macro representatio s of D. In this way, att ntion enables to
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of features or relevant aspects of the same textual element. For instance, Zadeh et al. (2018) and
Li et al. (2018a) consider inputs composed of different sources, and for Maharjan et al. (2018) and
Ki la, Wang, and Cho (2018) t e input represe ts different aspects of the same document. In that
cas embeddings f the input can be collated together and fed into an attention model as multiple
keys, as long as the embeddings share the same representation. This allows to highlight the most
r levant eleme ts of the i puts and operate a feature selection, which can lead to a reduction of
th dimensionality of the representation via the context embedding c produced by the attention
mechanis .
3.2 Hierarchical Input Architectures
When portions f input data can be grouped together into higher level structures, hierarchical input
t ention model can be exploited to subseque tly apply multiple attention blocks at different levels
of the c mposition, as illustrated in Figure 6.
Cons de , for i stance, data naturally associat d with a two-level semantic structure, such as
characte s f rming words, or words forming entences. Let us use an L subscript to denote lower-
level, “micr ” elements, such as words with respect to sentences, and H to denote higher-level,
“macr ” elements of a document D. Attention can be first applied to the representations of micro
elemen s kL,i, so as to build aggregate repr se ations kH,j of the macro-elements, such as context
v ctors. Attention could then be applied again, to the sequence of macro element embeddings, to
c mpute an embedding for D. With this model, attention first highlights the most relevant micro-
eleme ts within each macro-element, and then the most relevant macro-elements in the document.
For i stance, Yang et al. (2016b) apply attention first at word level, for each sentence in turn, to
compute sentence embeddings. Then, they apply attention again on the sentence embeddings to
obtain a document representation. With reference to the model introduced in Section 2, embeddings
cS,j are computed for each sentence in D, and then all such embeddings are used together as keys,
KD to compute the document-level weights aD and context cD.
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of features or relevant aspects of the same textual element. For instance, Zadeh et al. (2018) and
Li et al. (2018a) c nsider inputs composed of different sources, and for Maharjan et al. (2018) and
Kiela, Wang, and Cho (2018) the input represents different aspects of the same document. In that
case mbeddings of the input can be collated together and fed into an attention model as multiple
keys, as long as the embeddings share the same representation. This allows to highlight the most
elevant elements of the inputs and operate a fe ture selection, which can lead to a reduction of
the dim ionality of the resentation via the cont xt mbedding c produced by the attention
echanism.
3.2 ierarchical Input Architectures
Whe portions of input data can be grouped together into higher level structures, hierarchical input
attention odels an b exploited to subseque tly apply multiple attention blocks at different levels
of the c mposition, as illustrated in F gure 6.
C sider, for instance, data naturally ass ciated with a tw -level seman ic structur , such as
characters forming words, or words forming entences. Let us use an L subscript to de ote lower-
level, “micro” lements, such as words with respect to sentences, a d H to denote higher-level,
“macro” elements of a document D. Attention can be first applied to the representations of micro
ele en s kL,i, so as to build aggreg te representations kH,j of the macro-elem nts, such as context
vectors. Attention could then be applied gain, to the sequence of macro element embeddings, to
compute an embedding for D. With this model, attention first highlights the most relevant micro-
elements within each macro-element, and then the most relevant macro-elements in the document.
For instance, Yang et al. (2016b) apply attention first at word level, for each sentence in turn, to
compute sentence embeddings. Then, they apply attention again on the sentence embeddings to
obtain a document representation. With reference to the model introduced in Section 2, embeddings
cS,j are computed for each sentence in D, and then all such embeddings are used together as keys,
KD to compute the document-level weights aD and context cD.
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f features or relevant aspects of the same textual element. For instance, Zadeh et al. (2018) and
Li et al. (2018a) consider inputs composed of different sources, and f r Maharjan et al. (2018) and
Kiela, Wang, and Cho (2018) the input repres nts different aspects of the same document. In that
cas embe dings of the input can be collated together and fed into an attention model as multiple
keys, as long as th embeddings sha the same representation. This allows to highlight the most
relevant el ments of the i puts and op rate a featur selecti n, which can lead to a reduction of
the dimensionali y of the representation via the contex mbedding c produced by the attention
mechanis .
3.1.1 HIERARCHICAL INPUT ARCHITECTURES
When porti ns of inp t data can be grouped together int higher level structures, hierarchical input
attent on models can be xploited to subseque tly apply ultiple attention modules at different
l vels of the c mposi ion, s illustrated in Fig re 6.
Consider, f instance, dat naturally associated with a wo-level seman ic structure, such as
c ar cters (t e “micro”-elements) forming word (the “micro”-elements), or words forming sen-
tences. Attention an be first applied to the re resen ations f micro elements ki, s as to build
ggregate repres nt ions kj of the acro-elements, such as cont x vectors. Attention could then
be applied again to the sequence of macro lement embeddings, in ord r to compute an embedding
for the whol documen D. With his model, attention first hi hlights the most relevant micro-
elements within each macro- lem nt, and then the ost relevant macro-el ments in the document.
For instance, Yang et al. (2016b) apply attention first at word level, for each s nte ce i turn, to
co pute sentence embeddings. Then, they apply atte tion again on the sentence embeddings to
obtain a document repres ntation. Wi reference to the model introduced in Section 2, embeddings
are computed for each sentence inD, and then all such embeddings are used togeth r as keys,K to
compute the document-level weights a a d eventually D’s context vector c.
When representations for both micro-level and macro-level elements are available, one can com-
pute attention on one level and then exploit the result as a key or query to compute attention on the
other, yielding two different micro/macro representations of D. In this way, attention enables to
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Figure 6: Hierarchical input attention models defined by Yang et al. (2016b) (left), Zhao and Zhang
(2018) (cent r), and Ma et al. (2018) (right). The attention fu tions on ifferent levels
are appli d s quentially, left-to-right.
identify th most levant el me ts for the task at both levels. The attention-via-attention model
by Zhao and Zhang (2018) defines a hierarchy with characters at the micro level and words at the
macro level. Both characters and words act as keys. Attention is first computed on word embed-
dingsKW , hus obtaining a document repr sentation in the form of a context vector cW , which in
turn acts as a query q to guide micro-level, document-wise attention. Such character-level attention
produces d cu ent-wi weights a an context c.
Ma et al. (2018) dentify a single “target” macro- bject T as a set of words, which do not
necessarily have to for a sequence in D, and then use such a macro object as keys, KT . The
context vector cT produced by a first application f th attention mechanism o KT is then used
as query q, fed to a second application of the attent on mechanism over all th document words,
obtaining document- ise weights a and context c.
3.2 Compatibility Functions
The compatibility function is a crucial part of the attention architecture, because it defines how keys
and queries are matched or combined. In our discussion of compatibility functions, we consider a
data model where q and ki are mono-dimensional vectors. For example, if K represents a docu-
ment, each ki may be the embedding of a sentence, a word or a character. q and ki may have the
same structure, and thus the same size, although that is not always necessary. Also notice that in
some architectures q can consist of a sequence of vectors or a matrix, a possibility we will explore
in Section 3.4.2.
Some common compatibility functions are listed in Table 3. Two main approaches can be iden-
tified. A first one is to match and compare K and q. For instance, the idea behind the similarity
attention proposed by Graves et al. (2014) is that the most relevant keys are the ones which are
the most similar to the query. Accordingly, the authors present a model that relies on a similarity
function (sim in Table 3) to compute the energy scores. For example, they rely on cosine similarity,
which is suitable in the cases where the query and the keys share the same semantic representation.
A similar idea is followed by one of the most common types of attention functions, the multiplica-
tive or dot attention, where the dot product between q andK is computed. A variation of this model
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(2018) (ce ter), and Ma t al. (2018) (right). The at ention funct ons o differen levels
are applied seque tially, left- o-righ .
identify th most releva t ele ents fo the task a both levels. The att ntion-via-attention model
by Zhao and Zhang (2018) defines a hierarchy with har cters at the micro level a d words at the
macro lev l. Both characters words act as keys. Attention is first computed on word embed-
dingsKW , thus obtaining a document repres nta on in t e form of a context vect W , which in
turn acts as a query q to guide micro-level, document-wise atte tion. Such character-level attention
produces document-wise weights a an con ext .
Ma et al. (2018) ide tify a ingle “targe ” m c o-object T s a set of words, which do not
necessarily hav to form a equence in D, and th n use such a macro object as keys, KT . The
cont x vector cT produced by first ic ti of th ttention m cha ism on KT is the use
as query q, f d to a sec d application of the attention mechanism over all the document words,
obtaining doc ment-wis weights a context c.
3.2 Compatibilit Functions
The compatibility function is a crucial part of the attention architecture, because it defines how keys
and queries are matched or combined. In our discussion of compatibility functions, we consider a
data model where q and ki are mono-dimensional vectors. For exa ple, if K represents a docu-
ment, each ki may be the embedding of a sentence, a word or a character. q and ki may have the
same structure, and thus the same size, although that is not always necessary. Also notice that in
some architectures q can consist of a sequence of vectors or a matrix, a possibility we will explore
in Section 3.4.2.
Some common compatibility functions are listed in Table 3. Two main approaches can be iden-
tified. A first one is to match and compare K and q. For instance, the idea behind the similarity
attention proposed by Graves et al. (2014) is that the most relevant keys are the ones which are
the most similar to the query. Accordingly, the authors present a model that relies on a similarity
function (sim in Table 3) to compute the energy scores. For example, they rely on cosine similarity,
which is suitable in the cases where the query and the keys share the same semantic representation.
A similar idea is followed by one of the most common types of attention functions, the multiplica-
tive or dot attention, where the dot product between q andK is computed. A variation of this model
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Figure 6: Hierarchical input attentio models defined by Yang et al. (2016b) (left), Zhao and Zhang
(2018) (center), and Ma et al. (2018) (righ ). The attention functions on different levels
are applied sequentially, left-to-right.
identify the ost rel vant elements for the task at both levels. The attention-via-attention model
by Zhao and Zhang (2018) d fines a hierarchy with characters at the micro level and words at the
macro level. Both characters and words act as keys. Attention is first computed on word embed-
dings KW , thus obtaining a document represe tation in the form of a context vector cW , which
in turn acts as a query q to guide the application of character-level attention to the keys (character
embeddi gs)KC , yielding wei hts a context vector c for D.
Ma et al. (2018) identify a single “target” macro-object T as a set of words, which do not
necessarily have to form a sequence in D, and then use such a macro object as keys, KT . The
context vector cT produced by a first application of the attention mechanism on KT is then used
as query q, fed to a second application of the attention mechanism on D, with the keys being the
document’s word embeddingsKW .
3.2 Co patibility Functions
The compatibility function is a crucial part of the attention architecture, because it defines how keys
and queries are matched or combined. In our discussion of compatibility functions, we consider a
data model where q and ki are mono-dimensional vectors. For example, if K represents a docu-
ment, each ki may be the e bedding of a sentence, a word or a character. q and ki may have the
same structure, and thus the same size, although that is not always necessary. Also notice that in
some architectures q can consist of a sequence of vectors or a matrix, a possibility we will explore
in Section 3.4.2.
Some common compatibility functions are listed in Table 3. Two main approaches can be iden-
tified. A first one is to match and compare K and q. For instance, the idea behind the similarity
attention proposed by Graves et al. (2014) is that the most relevant keys are the ones which are
the most similar to the query. Accordingly, the authors present a model that relies on a similarity
function (sim in Table 3) to compute the energy scores. For example, they rely on cosine similarity,
which is suitable in the cases where the query and the keys share the same semantic representation.
A similar idea is followed by one of the most common types of attention functions, the multiplica-
tive or dot attention, where the dot product between q andK is computed. A variation of this model
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of features or relevant spects of the same textual element. For instance, Zadeh et al. (2018) and
Li et al. (2018a) conside i puts composed of different sources, and for Maharjan et al. (2018) and
Kiela, Wang, and Cho (2018) the i put represents different aspects of the same document. In that
case embeddings of the i put can be co lated together and fed into an attention model as multiple
keys, as long a the embeddings share the ame representation. This allows to highlight the most
rel vant ele ents of th inputs an operate a feature selection, which can lead to a reduction of
he di ensio ality of the representation via the context embedding c produced by the attention
mechanism.
3.2 Hierarchical Input Architectures
Wh portions of input data can be grouped together into higher level structures, hierarchical input
attention mod ls ca e exploited to subsequently apply multiple attention blocks at different levels
of the composition, as illustrated in Figure 6.
Consider, for inst ce, data naturally associated with a two-level semantic structure, such as
ch racters forming words, or words forming sentences. Let us use an L subscript to denote lower-
level, “mi ro” elemen s, such as words with respect to sentences, and H to denote higher-level,
“macro” el ments of a document D. Attention can be first applied to the representations of micro
elements kL, , so as to build aggreg te representations kH,j of the macro-elements, such as context
vect rs. Attention could then be appl ed again, to the sequence of macro element embeddings, to
co pute an embedding for D. With his model, attention first highlights the most relevant micro-
elem nts within each acro-element, and then the most relevant macro-elements in the document.
For instanc , Yang t al. (2016b) apply att ntion first at word level, for each sentence in turn, to
compu e se te ce mbe dings. Then, they apply attention again on the sentence embeddings to
obt in a document representation. With reference t the model introduced in Section 2, embeddings
cS,j ar computed for each s nt ce in D, and then all such embeddings are used together as keys,
KD o ompute the document-level weights aD and context cD.
KS,1 KS,2 KS,3
cS,1 cS,2 cS,3
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of features or relevant aspects of the same textual element. For instance, Zadeh et al. (2018) and
Li et al. (2018a) consider inputs composed of different sources, and for Maharjan et al. (2018) and
Kiela, Wang, and Cho (2018) th input represents different aspects of the same document. In that
case embeddings of the input can be collat d together and fed into an attention model as multiple
keys, as long as the embeddings shar the same representation. This allows to highlight the most
r l vant eleme ts of the inputs and operate a feature selection, which can lead to a reduction of
he dim ns onali y f th representa ion via the context embedding c produced by the attention
mechanism.
3.2 Hierarc ical Input Architectures
When portions of input data can be grouped together into higher level structures, hierarchical input
attention m dels ca be exploited to subsequently apply multiple attention blocks at different levels
of the composition, as illustrated in Figure 6.
Consider, for instan , data naturally ass ciated with a tw -level seman ic structur , such as
characters forming words, or words forming entences. Let us use an L subscript to de ote lower-
level, “micro” l m nts, such as w ds with respect to sentences, a d H to denote higher-level,
“macro” lements of a document D. Attention can be first applied to the representations of micro
ele en s kL,i, so as build aggreg te representations kH,j of the macro-elem nts, such as context
v ctors. Attention could then be applied gain, to the sequence of macro element embeddings, to
c mpute an embedding f r D. With th s model, attention first highlights the most relevant micro-
elem nts within each macro-element, and then the most relevant macro-elements in the document.
For instance, Yang et al. (2016b) apply a tention first at word level, for each sentence in turn, to
compute sentence embeddings. Then, they apply attention again on the sentence embeddings to
obtain a document repr sentation. With reference to the model introduced in Section 2, embeddings
cS,j are computed for each sentence in D, and then all such embeddings are used together as keys,
KD o compute the document-level weights aD and context cD.
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of featur s or relevant aspects of the same textual element. For instance, Zadeh et al. (2018) and
Li t al. (2018a) consider inputs composed of different sources, and for Maharjan et al. (2018) and
Kiela, Wang, and Cho (2018) the i put represents different aspects of the same document. In that
case embeddings of the input can be collated together and fed into an attention model as multiple
keys, as long s the embeddings share the same representation. This allows to highlight the most
relevant elements of he inputs and operate a feature selection, which can lead to a reduction of
the dimensionality of the representati via the context embedding c produced by the attention
mechanism.
3.1.1 HIERARCHICAL INPUT ARCHITECTURES
W n ortions of input dat an b gro p d together into higher level structures, hierarchical input
atten on models can be exploited to subsequently pply ultiple attention dules at different
levels f the composition, as illustrated in Figure 6.
C nsid r, for inst nce, data na urally as ociated with a two-lev l semantic structure, such as
characters (th “micro”-el ments) forming words (the “micro”- lements), or wor s forming sen-
t nces. Atten can be first applied t the representations of micro el ments ki, o as o build
aggregate representations kj of the macro-elements, such as context vectors. Att ntion could then
be applied agai t the sequence of macro lem nt embeddings, in rder to compute an embedding
for t e whole docu ent D. With this model, att ntion first highlights th most relevant micro-
elements within each macro-elem t, and then the most re vant macro-elem nts in the document.
F in ance, Yang e al. (2016b) apply attention first at word level, for each s ntence in turn, to
comput sentenc embeddings. Then, they apply attention again on the sentence embeddings to
obta a docume t r presentation. W th reference to the model introduced in Section 2, embeddings
are computed for ach sentence inD, and then all such embeddings are used together as keys,K to
compute the do ument-level weights a and eventually D’s context vector c.
When represent tions for both micro-level and macro-level elements are available, one can com-
pute attention n one level and then exploit the result as a key or query to compute attention on the
other, yielding two different micro/macro representations of D. In this way, attention enables to
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Figure 6: Hierarchical input ttention models defin d by Yang et al. (2016b) (left), Zha a d Zhang
(2018) (ce ter), d Ma et al. (2018) (r ght). T attention functions on differ nt levels
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identify the most relevant elements for the task at both levels. The attention-via-attention model
by Zhao and Zhang (2018) defines a ierarchy with characters t th micro lev l and words at the
macro level. Both char ct rs a d words act s keys. Attention is first computed on word embed-
dings KW , thus obtai ing a document r presen atio in the form of a c ntext vector cW , which
in tur acts as a qu ry q to guide the application of ch ract r-level att ntion to the k ys (chara ter
emb ddings)KC , yi lding w ig ts a context vector c for D.
Ma et al. (2018) identify a single “target” macro-object T as a set of words, wh ch do not
ne ssarily have to form a sequen in D, a d th use suc a macro object as key , KT . The
co t xt vector cT produced by first appli a f the att ti n mechanis on KT is then used
s query q, f d to a s cond pplication of the att tio m cha ism on D, with the keys being the
docume t’s w rd mbeddin sKW .
3.2 Compatibility Functions
The compatibility function is a crucial part of the attention architecture, b cause it define how keys
and queries are matched or combined. In our disc ssion of compatibility functions, we consider a
data model where q and ki are mono-dimensional vectors. For example, if K represents a docu-
ment, each ki may be the embedding of a sentence, a word or a character. q and ki may have the
same structure, and thus the same size, although th t is n t always necessary. Also notic that in
some architectures q can consist of a sequence of vectors r a matrix, a possibility we will explore
in Section 3.4.2.
Some common compatibility functions are listed in Table 3. Two main approaches can be iden-
tified. A first one is to match and compare K and q. For instance, the idea behind the similarity
attention proposed by Grav s t l. (2014) is that the most relevant keys are the ones which are
the most similar to the query. Accordingly, the authors present a model that relies on a similarity
function (sim in Table 3) to compute the energy scores. For example, they rely on cosine similarity,
which is suitable in the cases where the query and the keys share the same semantic representation.
A similar idea is followed by one of the most common types of attention functions, the multiplica-
tive or dot attention, where the dot product between q andK is computed. A variation of this model
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Figure 6: Hierarchical input attention models defined by Yang et al. (2016b) (left), Zhao and Zhang
(2018) (center), and Ma et al. (2018) (right). The attention functions on different levels
are applied sequentially, left-to-right.
identify the ost relevant elements for the task at both levels. The attention-via-attention model
by Zhao and Zhang (2018) defines a hierarchy with characters at the micro level and words at the
macro level. Bo h characters and wo ds act as keys. Attention is first computed on word embed-
dingsKW , thus obtaining a document representation in the form of a context vector cW , which in
turn acts as a query q to guide micro-level, document-wise attention. Such character-level attention
produces document-wise weights a and context c.
Ma et l. (2018) identify a single “target” macro-object T as a set of words, which do not
necessarily have to form a sequence in D, and then use such a macro object as keys, KT . The
context vector cT produced by a first application of the attention mechanism on KT is then used
as query q, fed to a second application of the attention mechanism over all the document words,
obtaining document-wise weights a and context c.
3.2 Compatibility Functions
The compatibility function is a crucial part of the attention architecture, because it defines how keys
and queries are matched or combined. In our discussion of compatibility functions, we consider a
data model where q and ki are mono-dimensional vectors. For example, if K represents a docu-
ment, each ki may be the embedding of a sentence, a word or a character. q and ki may have the
same structure, and thus the same size, although that is not always necessary. Also notice that in
some architectures q can consist of a sequence of vectors or a matrix, a possibility we will explore
in Section 3.4.2.
Some common compatibility functions are listed in Table 3. Two main approaches can be iden-
tified. A first one is to match and compare K and q. For instance, the idea behind the similarity
attention proposed by Graves et al. (2014) is that the most relevant keys are the ones which are
the most similar to the query. Accordingly, the authors present a model that relies on a similarity
function (sim in Table 3) to compute the energy scores. For example, they rely on cosine similarity,
which is suitable in the cases where the query and the keys share the same semantic representation.
A similar idea is followed by one of the most common types of attention functions, the multiplica-
tive or dot attention, where the dot product between q andK is computed. A variation of this model
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Figure 6: Hierarchical input attention models defined by Yang et al. (2016b) (left), Zhao and Zhang
(2018) (center), and Ma et al. (2018) (right). The attention functions on different levels
are applied sequentially, left-to-right.
identify the most relevant elements for the task at both levels. The attention-via-attention model
by Zhao and Zhang (2018) defines a hierarchy with characters at the micro level and words at the
macro level. Both characters and words act as keys. Attention is first computed on word embed-
dings KW , thus obtaining a document representation in the form of a context vector cW , which
in turn acts as a query q to guide the application of character-level attention to the keys (character
embeddings)KC , yielding weights a context vector c for D.
Ma et al. (2018) identify a single “target” macro-object T as a set of words, which do not
necessarily have to form a sequence in D, and then use such a macro object as keys, KT . The
context vect r cT produced by a first application of the attention mechanism on KT is then used
as query q, fed to a second application of the attention mechanism on D, with the keys being the
document’s word embeddingsKW .
3.2 C mpatibility Functions
The c mpatibility function is a crucial part of the attention architecture, because it defines how keys
a d queries are matched or combined. In our discussion of compatibility functions, we consider a
ata model where q and ki are mono-dimensional vectors. For example, if K represents a docu-
ment, each ki may be the embedding of a sentence, a word or a character. q and ki may have the
same structure, and thus the same size, although that is not always necessary. Also notice that in
some architectures q can onsist of a sequence of vectors or a matrix, a possibility we will explore
in Section 3.4.2.
Some common compa ibility functions are listed in T ble 3. Two main approaches can be iden-
tified. A first one is to match and compare K and q. For instance, the idea behind the similarity
attention proposed by Graves et al. (2014) is that the most relevant keys are the ones which are
the most similar to the query. Accordingly, the authors present a model that relies on a similarity
function (sim in T ble 3) to compute the energy scores. For example, they rely on cosine similarity,
which is suitable in the cases where the query and the keys share the same semantic representation.
A similar idea is followed by one of the most common types of attention functions, the multiplica-
tive or dot attention, where the dot product between q andK is computed. A variation of this model
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a query q to guide the application of character-level attention to the keys (character embeddings)
KC , yielding weights a context vector c for D.
Ma et al. (2018) identify a single “ta get” macro-object T as a set of w rd , which do not
necessarily have to form a sequence in D, and then use such a macro object as keys, KT . The
context vector cT produced by a first application of the attention mechanism on KT is then used
as query q in a second application of the attention mechanism over D, with the keys being the
document’s word embeddings KW .
3.2 Compatibility Functions
The compatibility function is a crucial part of the attention architecture, because it defines how
keys and queries are matched or combined. In this discussion of compatibility functions, we shall
consider a data model where q and ki are mono-dimensional vectors. For example, ifK represents
a document, each ki may be the embedding of a sentence, a word or a character. In such a model, q
and ki may have the same structure, and thus the same size, although that is not always necessary.
However, in some architectures q can consist of a sequence of vectors or a matrix, a possibility we
explore in Section 3.4.2.
Some common compatibility functions are listed in Table 3. Two main approaches can be
identified. A first one is to match and compareK and q. For instance, the idea behind the similarity
attention proposed by Graves et al. (2014) is that the most relevant keys are the most similar to the
query. Accordingly, the authors present a model that relies on a similarity function (sim in Table 3)
to compute the energy scores. For example, they rely on cosine similarity, a choice that suits well
the cases where the query and the keys share the same semantic representation. A similar idea is
followed by the widely used multiplicative or dot attention, where the dot product between q and
K is computed. A variation of this model is scaled multiplicative attention, where a scaling factor
is introduced to improve performance with large keys (Vaswani et al., 2017). General attention,
proposed by Luong et al. (2015), extends this concept in order to accommodate keys and querys
with different representations. To that end, it introduces a learnable matrix parameter W . In what
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Table 3: Summary of compatibility functions found in literature. W , W0, W1, . . . , and b are
learnable parameters.
Name Equation Reference
similarity f(q,K) = sim(q,K) Graves et al., 2014
multiplicative or dot f(q,K) = qᵀK Luong et al., 2015
scaled multiplicative f(q,K) = q
ᵀK√
dk
Vaswani et al., 2017
general or bilinear f(q,K) = qᵀWK Luong et al., 2015
biased general f(q,K) =Kᵀ(Wq + b) Sordoni et al., 2016
activated general f(q,K) = act(qᵀWK + b) Ma et al., 2017
concat f(q,K) = wimpᵀact
(
W [K; q] + b
)
Luong et al., 2015
additive f(q,K) = wimpᵀact(W1K +W2q + b) Bahdanau et al., 2015
deep f(q,K) = wimpᵀE(L−1) + bL Pavlopoulos et al., 2017
E(l) = act(WlE(l−1) + bl)
E(1) = act(W1K +W0q + b1)
location-based f(q,K) = f(q) Luong et al., 2015
could be called a biased general attention, Sordoni et al. (2016) introduce a learnable bias, so as
to consider some keys as relevant independently of the input. Activated general attention (Ma
et al., 2017) employs a non-linear activation function. In Table 3, act is a placeholder for a non-
linear activation function such as hyperbolic tangent, tanh, rectifier linear unit, ReLU (Glorot,
Bordes, & Bengio, 2011), or scaled exponential linear unit, SELU (Klambauer, Unterthiner, Mayr,
& Hochreiter, 2017).
A different approach amounts to combining rather than comparingK and q, using them together
to compute a joint representation, which is then multiplied by an importance vector3 wimp, which
has to adhere to the same semantic of the new representation. Such a vector defines, in a way,
relevance, and could be an additional query element, as offered by Ma et al. (2018), or a learnable
parameter. In that case, we speculate that the analysis of a machine-learned importance vector
could provide additional information on the model. One of the simplest models that follow this
approach is the concat attention by Luong et al. (2015), where a joint representation is given by
juxtaposing keys and query. Additive attention works similarly, except that the contribution of q and
K can be computed separately. For example, Bahdanau et al. (2015) pre-compute the contribution
of K in order to reduce the computational footprint. Moreover, additive attention in principle
could accommodate queries of different size. In additive and concat attention the keys and the
query are fed into a single neural layer. We speak instead of deep attention if multiple layers are
3. Our terminology. As previously noted,wimp is termed context vector by Yang et al. (2016b) and other authors.
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employed (Pavlopoulos et al., 2017). Table 3 illustrates a deep attention function with L levels of
depth, 1 < l < L.
Finally, in some models the attention distribution only depends on the query, disregarding the
keys. In that case, it is called location-based attention. The energy associated with each key is thus
computed as a function of the key’s position, independently of its content (Luong et al., 2015). Con-
versely, as we mentioned in Section 2.2, attention can also be computed only based on K, without
any q. In that case, we speak of self-attention. Table 3 does not explicitly list the compatibility
functions for self-attention, which are but a special case of the more general functions.
3.3 Distribution functions
Attention distribution maps energy scores to attention weights. The choice of the distribution func-
tion depends on the properties the distribution is required to have—for instance, whether it is re-
quired to be a probability distribution, a set of probability scores, or a set of Boolean scores—on the
need to enforce sparsity, and on the need to take into account the keys’ positions.
One possible distribution function g is the logistic sigmoid, as proposed by Kim and Kim (2018).
In this way, each weight ai is constrained between 0 and 1, thus ensuring that the values Vi and their
corresponding weighted counterparts Zi share the same boundaries. The same range can be forced
also on the context vector’s elements ci, by using a softmax function, as it is commonly done. In
that case, we refer to soft attention.
With sigmoid or softmax alike, all the key/value elements have a relevance, small as it may
be. Yet, it can be argued that, in some cases, some parts of the input are completely irrelevant,
and if considered they would likely introduce noise rather than contribute with useful information.
In such cases, attention distributions that ignore some of the keys altogether could be exploited,
obtaining also a reduction of the computational footprint. That can be done through the sparsemax
distribution (Martins & Astudillo, 2016), which truncates to zero the scores under a certain threshold
by exploiting the geometric properties of the probability simplex.
Since in some tasks the relevant features are found in a neighborhood of a certain position, it
could be helpful to focus the attention only on a specific portion of the input. If the position is
known in advance, one can apply a positional mask, by adding or subtracting a given value from
the energy scores before the application of the softmax (Shen et al., 2018a). Since the location may
not be known in advance, the hard attention model by Xu et al. (2015), considers the keys in a
dynamically determined location. Such a solution is less expensive at inference time but it is not
differentiable. For this reason, it requires more advanced training techniques, such as reinforcement
learning or variance reduction. Local attention (Luong et al., 2015) extends this idea, while pre-
serving differentiability. Guided by the intuition that in machine translation at each time step only
a small segment of the input can be considered relevant, local attention takes into account only a
small window of the keys at a time. The window has a fixed size and the attention can be better
focused on a precise location by combining the softmax distribution with a Gaussian distribution.
The mean of the Gaussian distribution is dynamic, while its variance can either be fixed, as done
by Luong et al. (2015), or dynamic, as done by Yang et al. (2018). Selective attention (Gregor et al.,
2015) follows the same idea: using a grid of Gaussian filters, only a patch of the keys is considered,
with its position, size, and resolution depending by dynamic parameters.
Shen et al. (2018b) combine soft and hard attention, by applying the former only on the elements
filtered by the latter. More precisely, softmax is applied only among a subset of selected energy
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scores, while for the others the weight is set to zero. The subset is determined according to a set of
random variables, with each variable corresponding to a key. The probability associated with each
variable is determined through soft attention applied to the same set of keys. The proper “softness”
of the distribution could depend not only on the task but also on the query. Lin et al. (2018b) define
a model whose distribution is controlled by a learnable “temperature” parameter tuned using a self-
adaptive algorithm. When softer attention is required, temperature increases, producing a smoother
distribution of weights, while the opposite happens when harder attention is needed.
Another noteworthy possibility for modeling a local approach is to adopt a representation of
the keys that highlights elements around a certain position. Some such possibilities are explored
by Tang et al. (2016).
Finally, the concept of locality can also be defined according to semantic rules, rather than the
temporal position. This possibility will be further discussed in Section 4.
3.4 Multiplicity
We shall now present variations of the general unified model where the attention mechanism is
extended to accommodate multiple, possibly heterogeneous, inputs or outputs.
3.4.1 MULTIPLE OUTPUTS
Some applications suggest that the data could, and should, be interpreted in multiple ways. This can
be the case when there is ambiguity in the data, stemming, for example, from words having multiple
meanings, or when addressing a multi-task problem. For this reason, models have been defined that
jointly compute not only one, but multiple attention distributions over the same data.
One possibility presented by Lin et al. (2017) is to use additive attention (seen in Section 3.2)
with an importance matrix, instead of a vector, Wimp ∈ Rnk×no , yielding an energy scores matrix
where multiple scores are associated with each key. Such scores can be regarded as different models
of relevance for the same values and can be used to create a context matrix C ∈ Rnv×no . Such
embeddings can be concatenated together, creating a richer and more expressive representation of
the values. In multi-dimensional attention (Shen et al., 2018a), where the importance matrix is a
square matrix, attention can computed feature-wise. To that end, each weight ai,j is paired with the
j-th feature of the i-th value vi,j , and a feature-wise product yields the new value zi.
Another possibility, explored by Vaswani et al. (2017), is multi-head attention, whereby multiple
linear projections of all the inputs (K, V , q) are performed according to learnable parameters,
and multiple attention functions are computed in parallel. The processed context vectors are then
merged together into a single embedding. A suitable regularization term is sometimes imposed so
as to guarantee sufficient dissimilarity between attention elements. Li et al. (2018b) propose three
possibilities: regularization on the subspaces (the linear projections of V ), on the attented positions
(the sets of weights), or on the outputs (the context vectors). Multi-head attention can be especially
helpful when combined with non-soft attention distribution, since different heads can capture local
and global context at the same time (Yang et al., 2018).
Finally, label-wise attention (Barbieri et al., 2018) computes a separate attention distribution for
each class. This may improve the performance as well as lead to a better interpretation of the data,
because it could help isolate data points that better describe each class.
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Finally, label-wise attention (Barbieri et al., 2018) computes a separate attention distribution for
each class. This may improve the performance as well as lead to a better interpretation of the data,
because it could help isolate data points that better describe each class.
3.4.2 MULTIPLE INPUTS: CO-ATTENTION
Some architectures consider the query to be a matrix Q 2 Rnq⇥dq , rather than a plain vector. In
that case, it could be useful to find the most relevant query elements according to the task and the
keys. A straightforward way of doing that would be to apply the attention mechanism to the query
elements, thus treating Q as keys and each ki as query, yielding two independent representations
for K and Q. However, in that way we would miss the information contained in the interactions
between elements ofK andQ. Alternatively, one could apply attention jointly onK andQ, which
become the “inputs” of a co-attention architecture (Lu et al., 2016).
Co-attention models can be coarse-grained or fine-grained (Fan et al., 2018). Coarse-grained
models compute attention on each input, using an embedding of the other input as a query. Fine-
grained models consider each element of an input with respect to each element of the other input.
Furthermore, co-attention can be performed sequentially or in parallel. In parallel models, the
procedure to compute the attentions on K and Q is symmetric, thus the two inputs are treated
identically.
Coarse-grained co-attention Coarse-grained models use a compact representation of one input
to compute attention on the other. In such models, the role of the inputs as keys and queries is no
longer focal, thus a representation of K may play as query in parts of the architecture and vice
versa.
A sequential coarse-grained model proposed by Lu et al. (2016) is alternating co-attention,
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in the first wo a tention steps. An almost identical sequential archit cture is used by Zhang et al.
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A p allel coarse-grained model is illustrated in F ure 7 (right). In such a mod l, proposed
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Figure 7: Coarse-grained co-attention by Lu t al. (2016) (lef ) a d Ma et al. (2017) (right).
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Co-attention models can be coarse-grained or fine-grained (Fan et al., 2018). Coarse-grained
models compute attention on each input, using an embedding of the other input as a query. Fine-
grained models consider each element of an input with respect to each element of the other input.
Furthermore, co-attention can be performed sequentially or in parallel. In parallel models, the pro-
cedures to compute attention on K and on Q symmetric, thus the two inputs are treated identically.
Coarse-grained co-attention Coarse-grained models use a compact representation of one input
to compute attention on the other. In such models, the role of the inputs as keys and queries is no
longer focal, thus a compact representation of K may play as query in parts of the architecture and
vice versa.
A sequential coarse-grained model proposed by Lu et al. (2016) is alternating co-attention,
illustrated in Figure 7 (left), whereby attention is computed three times to obtain embeddings forK
and Q. First, self-attention is computed on Q. The resulting context vector is then used as a query
to perform attention on K. The result is another context vector CK , which is further used as a
query as attention is again applied to Q. This produces a final context vector, CQ. The architecture
proposed by Sordoni et al. (2016) can also be described using this model with a few adaptations. In
particular, Sordoni et al. (2016) omit the last step, and factor in an additional query element q in the
first two attention steps. An almost identical sequential architecture is used by Zhang et al. (2018a),
who use q only in the first attention step.
A parallel coarse-grained model is illustrated in Figure 7 (right). In such a model, proposed
by Ma et al. (2017), an average (avg) is initially computed on each input, and then used as query in
the application of attention to generate the embedding of the other input.
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Table 4: Aggregation functions. In most cases, aK and aQ are obtained by applying a distribution
function, such as those seen in Section 3.3, to eK and eQ, and are thus omitted from this
table in the interest of brevity. As customary, act is a placeholder for a generic non-linear
activation function, whereas dist indicates a distribution function such as softmax.
Name Equations Reference
pooling eKi = max
1≤j≤dq
(Ej,i) dos Santos et al., 2016
eQj = max
1≤i≤dk
(Ej,i)
perceptron eK =W3ᵀact(W1K +W2QE) Lu et al., 2016
eQ =W4
ᵀact(W2K +W1QEᵀ)
linear transformation eK =W1E Li et al., 2018c
eQ =W2E
attention over attention aK =M1 · aQ Cui et al., 2017
aQ = average
1≤i≤dk
(M2,i)
M2,i = dist
1≤j≤dq
(Ej,i)
M1,j = dist
1≤i≤dk
(Ej,i)
perceptron with eK =W3ᵀact
(
W1K + (W2Q
ᵀ)M2
)
Nie et al., 2018
nested attention eQ =W4ᵀact
(
W2Q+ (W1K
ᵀ)M1
ᵀ)
M2,i = dist
1≤j≤dq
(Ej,i)
M1,j = dist
1≤i≤dk
(Ej,i)
Fine-grained co-attention In fine-grained co-attention models, the relevance (energy scores) as-
sociated with each key/query element pair 〈ki/qj〉 is represented by the elements Ej,i of a co-
attention matrix E ∈ Rdq×dk computed by a co-compatibility function.
Co-compatibility functions can be straightforward adaptations of any of the compatibility func-
tions listed in Table 3. Alternatively, new functions can be defined. For example, Fan et al. (2018)
define co-compatibility as a linear transformation of the concatenation between the elements and
their product (Eq. 10). In Parikh et al.’s (2016) decomposable attention, the inputs are fed into
neural networks, whose outputs are then multiplied (Eq. 11). Delaying the product to after the pro-
cessing by the neural networks reduces the number of inputs of such networks, yielding a reduction
in the computational footprint. Another possibility proposed by Tay et al. (2018b) is to exploit the
Hermitian inner product. The elements of K and Q are thus projected into a complex domain, then
the Hermitian product between elements is computed, and finally only the real part of the result is
kept. As the Hermitian product is noncommutative,E will depend on the roles played by the inputs
as keys and queries.
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Finally, label-wise attention (Barbieri et al., 2018) computes a separate attention distribution for
each class. This may improve the performance as well as lead to a better interpretation of the data,
because it could help isolate data points that better describe each class.
3.4.2 MULTIPLE INPUTS: CO-ATTENTION
Some architectures consider the query to be a matrix Q 2 Rnq⇥dq , rather than a plain vector. In
that case, it could be useful to find the most relevant query elements according to the task and the
keys. A straightforward way of doing that would be to apply the attention mechanism to the query
elements, thus treating Q as keys and each ki as query, yielding two independent representations
for K and Q. However, in that way we would miss the information contained in the interactions
between elements ofK andQ. Alternatively, one could apply attention jointly onK andQ, which
become the “inputs” of a co-attention architecture (Lu et al., 2016).
Co-attention models can be coarse-grained or fine-grained (Fan et al., 2018). Coarse-grained
models compute attention on each input, using an embedding of the other input as a query. Fine-
grained models consider each element of an input with respect to each element of the other input.
Furthermore, co-attention can be performed sequentially or in parallel. In parallel models, the
procedure to compute the attentions on K and Q is symmetric, thus the two inputs are treated
identically.
Coarse-grained co-attention Coarse-grained models use a compact representation of one input
to compute attention on the other. In such models, the role of the inputs as keys and queries is no
longer focal, thus a representation of K may play as query in parts of the architecture and vice
versa.
A sequential coarse-grained model proposed by Lu et al. (2016) is alternating co-attention,
illustrated in Figure 7 (left), whereby attention is computed three times to obtain embeddings forK
andQ. First, self-attention is computed onQ. The resulting context vector c is then used as a query
to perform attention on K. The result is another context vector CK , which is further used as a
query as attention is again applied toQ. This produces a final context vector, CQ. The architecture
proposed by Sordoni et al. (2016) can also be described using this model with a few adaptations.
In particular, Sordoni et al. (2016) omit the last step, and factor in an additional query element q0
in the first two attention steps. An almost identical sequential architecture is used by Zhang et al.
(2018a), who use q0 only in the first attention step.
A parallel coarse-grained model is illustrated in Figure 7 (right). In such a model, proposed
by Ma et al. (2017), an average (avg) is initially computed on each input, and then used as query in
the application of attention to generate the embedding of the other input.
Fine-grained co-attention In fine-grained co-attention models, the relevance (energy scores) as-
sociated with each key/query element pair hki/qji is represented by the elements ej,i of a co-
attention matrix E 2 Rdq⇥dk computed by a co-compatibility function.
Co-compatibility functions can be trivial adaptations of any of the compatibility functions listed
in Table 3. Alternatively, new functions can be defined. For example, Fan et al. (2018) define
co-compatibility as a linear transformation of the concatenation between the elements and their
product (Eq. 10). In Parikh et al.’s (2016) decomposable attention, the inputs are fed into a neural
network prior to computing their product (Eq. 11). Postponing the product reduces the number of
inputs to the neural network, yielding a reduction in the computational footprint. Another possibility
proposed by Tay et al. (2018b) is to exploit the Hermitian inner product: the elements ofK and Q
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Table 4: Aggregation functions. In most cases, aK and aQ are obtained by applying distribution
function, such as those s en in S ction 3.3, to eK and eQ, and are thus omitted fro this
table in the interest of brevity. As customary, act is a placeholder for a generic non-linear
activation function, whereas dist indicates a distribution function such as softmax.
Name Equations Reference
pooling eKi = max
1jdq
(Ej,i) dos Santos et al., 2016
eQj = max
1idk
(Ej,i)
perceptron eK =W3|act(W1K +W2QE) Lu et al., 2016
eQ =W4
|act(W2K +W1QE|)
linear transformation eK =W1E Li t al., 2018c
eQ =W2E
attention over attention aK =M1 · aQ Cui et al., 2017
Q = average
1idk
(M2,i)
M2,i = dist
1jdq
(Ej,i)
M1,j = dist
1i k
(Ej,i)
perceptron with eK =W3|act
 
W1K + (W2Q
|)M2
 
Nie et al., 2018
nested attention eQ =W4|act
 
W2Q+ (W1K
|)M1
| 
M2,i = dist
1jdq
(Ej,i)
M1,j = dist
1idk
(Ej,i)
Further improvements can be obtained by combining the results of multiple co-attention models.
Fan t al. (2018), for instance, compute coarse-grained and fine-grain d attention in parallel, and
concatenate the results into a single embeddi g.
4. Combining Attention and Knowledge
According to LeCun, Bengio, and Hinton (2015), a major open challenge in AI is combining con-
nectionist (or sub-symbolic) models, such as deep networks, with approaches based on symbolic
knowledge representation, in order to perform complex reasoning tasks. Throughout the last decade,
many research lines have been dedicated to filling the gap between these two families of AI method-
ologies. These include statistical relational learning (Getoor & Taskar, 2007), neural-symbolic
learning (Garcez, Broda, & Gabbay, 2012), and more recent approaches in deep learning (Lippi,
2017) such as memory networks (Sukhbaatar et al., 2015), neural Turing machines (Graves et al.,
2014), and several others.
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Figure 7: Coarse grained co-attention by Lu et al. (2016) (left) and Ma et al. (2017) (right).
are projected into a complex domain, then th Hermitian product between elements is computed,
and final y only the real part of r ult is kept. Because the Hermi ian product is noncommutative,
E will dep nd o the rol s played by t inputs as keys and queries.
ej,i =W ([ki; qj ;kiqj ]) (10)
ej,i = (act(W1Q+ b1))|(act(W2K + b2)) (11)
Becaus ej,i represent energy scores associated with hki/qji pairs, computing the relevance of
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Sant s et al.’s (2016) attention pooling parallel model, and it amounts to considering the highest
score in each row or column ofE. By attention pooling, a key elem nt ki will obtain a high weight
i if and only if it has a high co-attention scor with at least one query element qj . Key attention
scor s are btained throug row-wise max-pooling, whereas query attentio scores are obtained
through column-wise max-pooling, as Figure 8 (left) illustrates.
Anoth r po sibility i offered by Lu et al. (2016), who use a multi-layer perceptron i order to
l arn the mappings from E to eK and eQ. In Li et al.’s (2018c) architecture the computation is
even simpler, since the final energy scores are a linear transformation of E.
Cui et al. (2017) instead apply the nested model depicted in Figure 8 (right). First, two matrices
M1 andM2 are c mputed by separately applying a row-wise and a column-wise softmax on E.
The idea is that each row ofM1 represents the attention distribution over the document according
to a specific query element–and it could already be used as such. Then a row-wise average overM2
is computed so as to produce an attention distribution aQ over query elements. Finally, a weighted
sum of M1 according to the relevance of query elements is computed through the dot product
betweenM1 and aQ, obtaining the document attention aK . An alternative nested attention model
is proposed by Nie et al. (2018), whereby M1 and M2 are fed to a multi-layer perceptron, like
in (Lu et al., 2016).
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Figure 7: Coarse grained co-attention by Lu et al. (2016) (left) and Ma et al. (2017) (right).
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F nally, label-wise attention (Barbieri et al., 2018) computes a separate at ention distribution for
each class. This may i prove the performance as well as lead to a better interpretation of the data,
because it could help isolate data points that better describe each class.
3.4.2 MULTIPLE INPUTS: CO-ATTENTION
Some architectures consider the query to be a matrix Q 2 Rnq⇥dq , rather than a plain vector. In
tha case, it could be useful to find the most relevant query elements according to the task and the
key . A s raightforward way of doing that would be to apply the attention mechanism to the query
l m nts, thus treating Q as keys and each ki as query, yielding two ndepe dent representations
for K d Q. However, in ha way we would miss the informati n ntained in the interactions
betw n l me ts fK andQ. Altern ly, one o ld apply attentio jointly nK andQ, whic
become the “inputs” of a co-attention architecture (Lu et al., 2016).
-attentio models can be coarse-grain d or fine-grained (Fan et al., 2018). Coarse-grained
models omp te attention on each input, using an embedding of the other i ut s a query. Fine-
grained models ons der ea h element of an input with respe t t each e e ent of the th r input.
Further r , co-a te tion can be performed sequent ally or in parallel. In parallel m dels, the
proc dure to co pute he attentions on K and Q is symmetric, thus the two input are treated
ide tically.
Coarse-gra ned co-attention Coarse-grained models use a compact repr sentation of one input
t compute attenti n on the other. In such mod ls, the role of the inputs as keys nd queries is no
longer foc l, thus a representation f K may play as query i parts of the architecture and vice
versa.
A sequential coarse-grain d model proposed by Lu t al. (2016) is al er ati g co-attention,
illustrated i Figure 7 (left), whereby attention is compu ed three ti to obtain embeddings forK
andQ. First, self-attention is computed onQ. The resulting context vector c is then used as a query
to p rf m attention on K. The result is another context vector CK , which is further used as a
query as attenti n is again applied toQ. This produces a final context vector, CQ. The architecture
propose by S rdoni et al. (2016) can also be described using this model with a few adaptations.
In pa ticular, Sordoni t al. (2016) omit t e last step, and factor in an additional query element q0
in the first two att ntion steps. An almost identical sequential architecture is used by Zhang et al.
(2018a), ho use q0 only in the first attention step.
A parallel coarse-grained model is illustrated in Figure 7 (right). In such a model, proposed
by Ma et al. (2017), an average (avg) is initially computed on each input, and then used as query in
the application of attention to generate the embedding of the other input.
Fi - r i ed co-atte tion In fine-grain d co-attention models, the relevance (energy scores) as-
soci t d with each k y/query eleme pair hk /qji is represented by the elements ej,i of a co-
attention matrix E 2 Rdq⇥dk computed by a c -compatibility function.
Co-compatibil ty functions can be trivial adaptations of any of the compatibility functions listed
in Table 3. Alternatively, new funct ons can be defined. For example, Fan et al. (2018) define
co-compatibili y as a linear ransformation of the concatenation between the elements and their
product (Eq. 10). In Parikh e al.’s (2016) decomposable attention, the inputs are fed into a neural
network prior to computing their p duct (Eq. 11). Postponing the product reduces the number of
inpu s to the neural network, yielding a r duction in the computational footprint. Another possibility
proposed by Tay et al. (2018b) is to exploit the Hermitian inner product: the elements ofK and Q
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Table 4: Aggregation fu tions. In mo t cases, aK and aQ are obtained by applyi g distribution
func ion, such as those s en in S ction 3.3, to eK and eQ, a d are thus mitted fro this
table in e interes of brevity. As customary, ct is a placeholder for a gen ric non-linea
cti ati n function, hereas dist indicates a distribution functi n such as softmax.
Na e Equations Reference
pool ng eKi = ax
1jdq
(Ej,i) dos Santos et al., 2016
eQj = max
1i k
(Ej,i)
perceptro eK =W3|act(W1K +W2QE) Lu et al., 2016
eQ =W4
|act(W2K +W1QE|)
lin ar transformati n eK =W1E Li t al., 2018c
eQ =W2E
attention over attention aK =M1 · aQ Cui et al., 2017
Q = averag
1idk
(M2,i)
M2,i = dist
1jdq
(Ej,i)
M1,j = dist
1i k
(Ej,i)
perceptron with eK =W3|act
 
W1K + (W2Q
|)M2
 
Nie et al., 2018
nested att ntion eQ =W4|act
 
W2Q+ (W1K
|)M1
| 
M2,i = dist
1jdq
(Ej,i)
M1,j = dist
1idk
(Ej,i)
Further improvements can be obtained by combining the results of multiple co-attention models.
Fa t al. (2018), for instance, compute coarse-grained and fine-grain d attention in parallel, and
concatenate the results into a single embeddi g.
4. Combining Attention and Knowledge
A cordi g to LeCun, Bengio, and Hinton (2015), a major open challenge in AI is combining con-
necti i t (or sub-symbolic) models, such as deep networks, with approaches based on symbolic
knowledge repr sentation, in order to perform complex reasoning tasks. Throughout the last decade,
many researc lines have been dedicated to filling the gap between these two families of AI method-
ologies. These include statistical relational learning (Getoor & Taskar, 2007), neural-symbolic
learning (Garcez Broda, & Gabbay, 2012), and more recent approaches in deep learning (Lippi,
2017) such as memory networks (Sukhbaatar et al., 2015), neural Turing machines (Graves et al.,
2014), and several others.
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Figur 7: C arse gr ined co-attention by Lu et al. (2016) (left) a d Ma et al. (2017) (right).
r proje ted in o a co plex domain, then the Her itia product between elements is computed,
and finally only th real part of the result is kept. Because th Hermitian product is noncommutative,
E will depe d on the roles played by the inputs s keys a d querie .
ej,i =W ([ki; qj ;kiqj ]) (10)
ej,i = ( ct(W1Q+ b1))|(act(W2K + b2)) (11)
B caus j,i represe e rgy s ssociated with hki/qj airs, computing the r levance of
K ith r sp ct to specifi qu ry lements, or, sim larly, the relevanc fQ with respect t pecific
key elements, qui extrac ing i f m rom E usin what e c ll a ag re ation function.
The output of such a fu ction is a pair K /aQ of eight v ct rs.
The comm n t aggregat functions a e li ted n Table 4. A simple idea is adopted by dos
Santos e al.’s (2016) ttenti n ooli g parall l od l, and i amounts to considering the highest
score in each ow or c lum ofE. By atte tio pooling, a k y lement ki will obtain a high weight
ei if and only if it a high co-attention score wi h at east o e query element qj . Key atte tion
t i through r w-wise max- ooling, h r as qu ry tention sc res are obtaine
thro gh column-wise max-p oling, as Figure 8 (left) illustrates.
Another possibili y is off red by Lu et al. (2016), who us a multi-layer perceptron in order to
learn the mappi g from E to eK and Q. I Li t l.’s (2018c) architecture the computation is
even s mpler, sin e th final energy scores are a linear transformation of E.
Cui et al. (2017) inste d apply th nested model depict d in Figure 8 (right). First, two matrices
M1 n M2 are comp ted by eparately applying row-wise and a column-wise softmax on E.
The idea is that ach row ofM1 represents the attention distribution over the document according
to spec fic query lement–and it could already be used as such. Then a row-wise average overM2
is computed so as to produce an attention distribution aQ over query elements. Finally, a weighted
sum f M1 according to the relevance of query elements is computed through the dot product
betwee M1 a aQ, obtaining the document atte tion aK . A alternative nested attention model
is proposed by Ni et al. (2018), whereby M1 nd M2 are fed to a multi-layer perceptron, like
in (Lu et al., 2016).
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Figure 7: Coarse grained co-attention by Lu et al. (2016) (left) and Ma et al. (2017) (right).
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Because ej,i represent energy scores associated with hki/qji pairs, computing the relevance of
K with respect to specific query elements, or, similarly, the relevance ofQ with respect to specific
k y elements, requires extracting information from E using what we call an aggregation function.
The output of uch a fu ction is a pair aK /aQ f weight v ctors.
The commonest aggregation functions re li ted in Table 4. A simple idea is ado ted by dos
Sa tos et al.’s (2016) attention pooling parallel model, and it amounts to considering the highest
score in each row or column ofE. By attention pooling, a key element ki will obtain a high weight
ei if and o ly if it has a high co-atte tion score with at least one query element qj . Key attention
sc res are obtained t rough row-wise max-pooling, whereas query attention scores are obtained
through colu n- ise max-p oling, as Figure 8 (left) illustrates.
A oth po sibility i offered by L et al. (2016), who u e a multi-layer pe ceptron in order to
l arn the m ppings from E t eK and eQ. In Li et al.’s (2018c) a chitecture the computation is
eve simpler, sinc e final energy scores are a line r transformation of E.
Cui et al. (2017) instead apply th nested model depict d in Figure 8 (rig t). First, two matrices
M1 a dM2 are computed by separately applying a row-wise and column-wise softmax on E.
The idea is that each row ofM1 represents th attention distribution over the document according
to specific query element–and it could already be used as such. Then a row-wise average overM2
is computed so as to produce an attention distribution aQ ver query ele ents. Finally, a weighted
sum f M1 according to the elevance o query elements is co put d through the dot product
betweenM1 and aQ, obtaining the document attention aK . An alternative nested attention model
is proposed by Nie et al. (2018), whereby M1 and M2 are fed to a multi-layer perceptron, like
in (Lu et al., 2016).
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even simpler, since the final energy sc res are a linear transformation of E.
Cui et al. (2017) instead apply the neste model depicted in Figure 8 (right). First, two matrices
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The idea is that each row ofM1 represents the attention distribution over the document according
to a specific query element–and it could alre dy be used as such. Then a row-wise average overM2
is computed so as to produce an attention distribution aQ over query elements. Finally, a weighted
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Table 4: Aggr gation fu ctions. In most cases, K nd aQ are obtained by applying a distribution
function, such a those seen in Section 3.3, to eK and Q, and are thus omitted from this
ble in he interest of brevity. As customary, act is a placeholder for a generic n n-linear
activation function, wher as dist indicates a distribution functi n uch as softmax.
N me Equations Referenc
p oling eKi max
1jdq
( j,i dos Santos et al., 2016
eQj = maxi k
(Ej,i)
p rceptro eK =W3|act(W1K +W2QE) Lu et al., 2016
eQ =W4
|act(W2K +W1QE|)
linear transformation eK =W1E Li t l., 2018c
Q =W2E
ttention ver att tion aK =M · aQ Cui et al., 2017
aQ = average
1idk
(M2,i)
2,i = di
1jdq
(Ej,i)
M1,j = dist
1idk
(Ej,i)
er eptron wi K =W3 act
 
1 (W2Q
|)M2
 
Nie et al., 2018
nested atten ion eQ =W4|act
 
W2Q+ (W1K
|)M1
| 
M2,i = dist
1jdq
(Ej,i)
M1,j = dist
1idk
(Ej,i)
Further imp ovements can be obt ine by c mbining the r sults of multip o-attention mod ls.
Fan t l. (2018), f r instanc , compute coarse-grained and fine-grain d attention i parallel, and
concatenate the results int a si gle emb ding.
4. Combining Att ntion and K owledge
Ac rding to LeC n, B ngio, and Hi ton (2015), a major open challeng in AI is combining con-
nectionist (or ub-symbolic) model , su as deep ne work , with approaches based on symbolic
k owledg r r sentation, i order to perform complex reasoning tasks. Throughout the last decade,
many research lin s have been dedicated to filling the gap between these two families of AI method-
ologies. These nclude statistical relational learning (Getoor & Taskar, 2007), neural-symbolic
learning (Garcez, Broda, & Gabbay, 2012), and more recent approaches in deep learning (Lippi,
2017) such as memory networks (Sukhbaatar et al., 2015), neural Turing machines (Graves et al.,
2014), and several others.
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T ble 4: Aggregation fun tions. In most cases, aK nd Q are obtained by applying a distribution
function, s ch as those s en i Section 3.3, to eK and Q, and are thus mitted from thi
table in the interest of brevity. As customary, ct is a placeholder for a generi non-linear
activa ion fu c on, w r as dis indic tes di tribution functio such as s ftmax.
Name Equati s Referenc
po li g eKi = max
1jdq
(Ej,i) dos Santos et al., 2016
eQj = max
1idk
(Ej,i)
perc ptron eK =W3|act(W1K +W2QE) Lu et al., 2016
Q =W4
|act(W2K +W1QE|)
in ar t nsformation eK =W1E Li et l., 2018c
eQ =W2E
ttention over tt n ion K =M1 · aQ Cui et al., 2017
aQ = v rage
1idk
(M2,i)
M2,i = dis
1jdq
(Ej,i)
M1,j = dist
1idk
(Ej,i)
perce tron with eK =W3|act
 
W1K + (W2Q
| M2
 
Ni et al., 2018
ne ted atte tion eQ =W4|act
 
W2Q+ (W1K
|)M1
| 
M2,i = dist
1jdq
(Ej,i)
M1,j = dist
1idk
(Ej,i)
Further improve e ts can b ob ai ed by combi ing the resu s of multiple co-at ention models.
Fa et al. (2018), for inst nce, compute coars -gr ined an fine-grained attention in parallel, and
co tenate the re ul s into singl embedding.
4. C mbi ing Attention a d Knowledge
Accordi g to LeCun, Bengio, and Hinton (2015), a major pen challenge in AI is combining con-
nectionist (or sub-symbolic) models, such as deep networks, with approaches based on ymbolic
k owledge r pres ntation, in order to erform c mplex reasoning tasks. Throughout the last decade,
any res rch lines have b en d dicated to fill ng the gap between these two families of AI method-
ologies. Th se include statistical relational le rning (Getoor & Taskar, 2007), n ural-symbolic
lear ing (Garcez, Broda, & Gabbay, 2012), and ore recent approaches in deep l arning (Lippi,
2017) such as memory networks (Sukhbaatar et al., 2015), neural Turing machines (Graves et al.,
2014), and several others.
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Figur 8: in -g ined c -atte ti el pr ente by dos Sant s t a . (2016) (left) and by Cui
t l. (2017) (right). Dashed s show h w max p oling/ istribution functions are ap-
plied (column-wise or row-wi e).
Ej,i =W ([ki; qj ;kiqj ]) (10)
Ej,i = (act(W1Q+ b1))ᵀ(act(W2K + b2)) (11)
Bec use Ej,i represent energy scores associ ted w th 〈ki/qj〉 pairs, comp ting the relevance of
K with respect to specific query lem nts, r, similarly, the relevance of Q with r spect to specific
key elements, requires extracting information from E using what we call an aggregation function.
The output of such a function is a pair aK /aQ of weight vectors.
The commonest aggregation functions are listed in Table 4. A simple idea is adopted by dos
Santos et al.’s (2016) attention pooling parallel model, and it amounts to considering the highest
score in each row or column of E. By attention pooling, a key ki will be attributed a high attention
weight if and only if it has a high co-attention score with respect to at least one query element qj .
Key attention scores are obtained through row-wise max-pooling, whereas query attention scores
are obtained through column-wise max-pooling, as Figure 8 (left) illustrates.
Another possibility is offered by Lu et al. (2016), who use a multi-layer perceptron in order to
learn the mappings from E to eK and eQ. In Li et al.’s (2018c) architecture the computation is
even simpler, since the final energy scores are a linear transformation of E.
Cui et al. (2017) instead apply the nested model depicted in Figure 8 (right). First, two matrices
M1 and M2 are computed by separately applying a row-wise and a column-wise softmax on E.
The idea is that each row of M1 represents the attention distribution over the document according
to a specific query element–and it could already be used as such. Then a row-wise average over
M2 is computed so as to produce an attention distribution aQ over query elements. Finally, a
weighted sum of M1 according to the relevance of query elements is computed through the dot
product between M1 and aQ, obtaining the document’s attention distribution over the keys, aK .
An alternative nested attention model is proposed by Nie et al. (2018), whereby M1 and M2 are
fed to a multi-layer perceptron, like is done by (Lu et al., 2016).
Further improvements can be obtained by combining the results of multiple co-attention models.
Fan et al. (2018), for instance, compute coarse-grained and fine-grained attention in parallel, and
combine the results into a single embedding.
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4. Combining Attention and Knowledge
According to LeCun, Bengio, and Hinton (2015), a major open challenge in AI is combining con-
nectionist (or sub-symbolic) models, such as deep networks, with approaches based on symbolic
knowledge representation, in order to perform complex reasoning tasks. Throughout the last decade,
filling the gap between these two families of AI methodologies has represented a major research
avenue. Popular approaches include statistical relational learning (Getoor & Taskar, 2007), neural-
symbolic learning (Garcez, Broda, & Gabbay, 2012), and the application of various deep learning
architectures (Lippi, 2017) such as memory networks (Sukhbaatar et al., 2015), neural Turing ma-
chines (Graves et al., 2014), and several others.
From this perspective, attention can be seen both as an attempt to improve the interpretability
of neural networks, and as an opportunity to plug external knowledge into them. As a matter of
fact, since the weights assigned by attention represent the relevance of the input with respect to
the given task, in some contexts it could be possible to exploit this information to isolate the most
significant features that allow the deep network to make its predictions. On the other hand, any
background knowledge regarding the data, the domain, or the specific task, whenever available,
could be exploited to generate information about the desired attention distribution, which could be
encoded within the neural architecture.
In this section, we overview different techniques that can be used to inject this kind of knowledge
in a neural network. We leave to Section 5 further discussions on the open challenges regarding the
combination of knowledge and attention.
4.1 Supervised Attention
In most of the works we surveyed, the attention model is trained with the rest of the neural archi-
tecture to perform a specific task. Although trained alongside a supervised procedure, the attention
model per se is trained in an unsupervised fashion4 to select useful information for the rest of the
architecture. Nevertheless, in some cases knowledge about the desired weight distribution could be
available. Whether it is present in the data as a label, or it is obtained as additional information
through external tools, it can be exploited to perform a supervised training of the attention model.
4.1.1 PRELIMINARY TRAINING
One possibility is to use an external classifier. The weights learned by such a classifier are sub-
sequently plugged into the attention model of a different architecture. We name this procedure as
preliminary training. For example, Zhang et al. (2016) first train an attention model to represent the
probability that a sentence contains relevant information. The relevance of a sentence is given by ra-
tionales (Zaidan, Eisner, & Piatko, 2007), which are snippets of text that support the corresponding
document categorizations.
4.1.2 AUXILIARY TRAINING
Another possibility is to train the attention model without preliminary training, but by treating at-
tention learning as an auxiliary task that is performed jointly with the main task. This procedure
has led to good results in many scenarios, including machine translation (Liu et al., 2016; Mi et al.,
4. Meaning that there is no target distribution for the attention model.
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2016b), visual question answering (Qiao, Dong, & Xu, 2018), and domain classification for natural
language understanding (Kim & Kim, 2018).
In some cases, this mechanism can be exploited also to have attention model specific features.
For example, since the linguistic information is useful for semantic role labelling, attention can
be trained in a multi-task setting to represent the syntactic structure of a sentence. Indeed, in
LISA (Strubell et al., 2018), a multi-layer multi-headed architecture for semantic role labelling,
one of the attention heads is trained to perform dependency parsing as an auxiliary task.
4.1.3 TRANSFER LEARNING
Furthermore, it is possible to perform transfer learning across different domains (Bao et al., 2018) or
tasks (Yu et al., 2018). By performing a preliminary training of an attentive architecture on a source
domain to perform a source task, a mapping between the inputs and the distribution of weights will
be learned. Then, when another attentive architecture is trained on the target domain to perform the
target task, the pre-trained model can be exploited. Indeed, the desired distribution can be obtained
through the first architecture. Attention learning can therefore be treated as an auxiliary task as in
the previously mentioned cases. The difference is that the distribution of the pre-trained model is
used as ground truth, instead of using data labels.
4.2 Attention tracking
When attention is applied multiple times on the same data, as in sequence-to-sequence models, a
useful piece of information could be how much relevance has been given to the input along different
model iterations. Indeed, one may need to keep track of the weights that the attention model assigns
to each input. For example, in machine translation it is desirable to ensure that all the words of
the original phrase are taken into account. One possibility to maintain this information is to use a
suitable structure and provide it as an additional input to the attention model. Tu et al. (2016) exploit
a piece of symbolic information called coverage to keep track of the weight associated to the inputs.
Every time attention is computed, such information is fed to the attention model as a query element,
and it is updated according to the output of the attention itself. In Mi et al.’s (2016a) work, the
representation is enhanced by making use of a sub-symbolic representation for the coverage.
4.3 Modelling the distribution function according to background knowledge
Another component of the attention model where background knowledge can be exploited is the
distribution function. For example, constraints can be applied on the computation of the new weights
to enforce the boundaries on the weights assigned to the inputs. In Martins and Kreutzer’s (2017),
Malaviya et al.’s (2018) work, the coverage information is exploited by a constrained distribution
function, regulating the amount of attention that the same word can receive over time.
Background knowledge could also be exploited also to define or to infer a distance between the
elements in the domain. Such domain-specific distance could then be considered in any position-
based distribution function, instead of the positional distance. An example of distance could be de-
rived by the syntactical information. He et al. (2018), Chen et al. (2018b) use distribution functions
that takes into account the distance between two words along the dependency graph of a sentence.
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5. Challenges and Future Directions
In this section, we discuss open challenges and possible applications of attention in the analysis of
neural networks, and as a support of the training process.
5.1 Attention for deep networks investigation
In the context of a multi-layer neural architecture it is fair to assume that the deepest levels will
compute the most abstract features (Le, 2013; LeCun et al., 2015). Therefore, the application of
attention to deep networks could enable the selection of higher-level features, thus providing hints
to understand which complex features are relevant for a given task.
Following this line of inquiry in the computer vision domain, Zhang et al. (2018) showed that
the application of attention to middle-to-high level feature-sets leads to better performance in image
generation. The visualization of the self-attention weights has revealed that higher weights are not
attributed to proximate image regions, but rather to those regions whose color or texture is most
similar to that of the query image point. Moreover, the spatial distribution does not follow a specific
pattern, but instead it changes, modelling a region that corresponds to the object depicted in the
picture. Identifying abstract features in an input text might be less immediate than doing that with
an image, where the analysis process is greatly aided by visual intuition. Yet, it may be interesting
to test the effects of the application of attention at different levels, and to assess whether its weights
correspond to specific high-level features. For example, Vaswani et al. (2017) analyze the possible
relation between attention weights and syntactic predictions.
Yang et al. (2018) seem to confirm that the deeper levels of neural architectures capture non-
local aspects of the textual input. They studied the application of locality at different depth of
an attentive deep architecture, and showed that its introduction is especially beneficial when it is
applied to the layers that are closer to the inputs. Moreover, when the application of locality is
based on a variable-size window, higher layers tend to have a broader window.
A popular way of investigating whether an architecture has learned high-level features amounts
to using the same architecture to perform other tasks, as it happens with transfer learning. This
setting has been adopted outside the context of attention, for example by Shi, Padhi, and Knight
(2016), who perform syntactic predictions by using the hidden representations learned with machine
translation. In a similar way, attention weights could be used as input features in a different model,
so as to assess whether they can select relevant information for a different learning task.
5.2 Attention for outlier detection and sample weighing
Another possible use of attention may be for outlier detection. In tasks such as classification, or
the creation of a representative embedding of a specific class, attention could be applied over all
the samples belonging to that task. In doing so, the samples associated with small weights could
be regarded as outliers with respect to their class. The same principle could be potentially applied
to each data point in a training set, independently of its class. The computation of a weight for
each sample could be interpreted as assessing the relevance of that specific data point for a specific
task. In principle, assigning such samples a low weight and excluding them from the learning could
improve a model’s robustness to noisy input. Moreover, a dynamic computation of these weights
during training would result in a dynamic selection of different training data in different training
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phases. Adaptive data selection strategies have proven to be useful for efficiently obtaining more
effective models (Fan et al., 2017).
5.3 Attention analysis for model evaluation
The impact of attention is greatest when all the irrelevant elements are excluded from the input
sequence, and the importance of the relevant elements is properly balanced. A seemingly uniform
distribution of the attention weights could be interpreted as a sign that the attention model has been
unable to identify the more useful elements. That in turn may be due to the data not contain useful
information for the task at hand, or it may be ascribed to the poor ability of the model to discriminate
information. Either way, the attention model would be unable to find relevant information in the
specific input sequence, which may lead to errors. The analysis of the distribution of the attention
weights may therefore be a tool for measuring an architecture’s confidence in performing a task on
a given input. We speculate that an elevate entropy in the distribution or the presence of weights
above a certain threshold may be correlated to a higher probability of success of the neural model.
These may therefore be used as indicators, to assess the uncertainty of the architecture, as well as
to improve its interpretability. Clearly, this information would be useful to the user, who could thus
better understand the model and the data, but it may also be exploited by more complex systems.
In the context of an architecture that relies on multiple strategies to perform its task, such as a hy-
brid model that relies on both symbolic and sub-symbolic information, the uncertainty of the neural
model can be used as parameter in the merging strategy. Other contexts in which this information
may be relevant are multi-task learning and reinforcement learning. Examples of exploitation of
the uncertainty of the model, although in contexts other than attention and NLP, can be found in
works by Poggi and Mattoccia (2016), Kendall, Gal, and Cipolla (2018), and Blundell, Cornebise,
Kavukcuoglu, and Wierstra (2015).
5.4 Unsupervised learning with attention
To properly exploi unsupervised learning is widely recognized as one of the most important long-
term challenges of AI (LeCun et al., 2015). As already mentioned in Section 4, attention is typically
trained in a supervised architecture, although without a direct supervision on the attention weights.
Nevertheless, a few works have recently attempted to exploit attention within purely unsupervised
models. We believe this to be a promising research direction, as the learning process of humans is
indeed largely unsupervised.
For example, in work by He, Lee, Ng, and Dahlmeier (2017), attention is exploited in a model
for aspect extraction in sentiment analysis, with the aim to remove words that are irrelevant for
the sentiment, and to ensure more coherence of the predicted aspects. In work by Zhang and Wu
(2018), attention is used within autoencoders in a question-retrieval task. The main idea is to gen-
erate semantic representations of questions, and self-attention is exploited during the encoding and
decoding phase, with the objective to reconstruct the input sequences, as in traditional autoencoders.
Following a similar idea, Zhang, Xiong, and Su (2017) exploit bidimensional attention-based recur-
sive autoencoders for bilingual phrase embeddings.
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6. Conclusion
Attention models have nowadays become widespread in NLP applications. By integrating attention
in neural architectures, two positive effects are jointly obtained: a performance gain, and a means
of investigating the network’s behaviour.
We have shown how attention can be applied to different input parts, different representations of
the same data, or different features. The attention mechanism enables to obtain a compact represen-
tation of the data as well as to highlight relevant information. The selection is performed through a
distribution function, which may take into account locality in different dimensions, such as space,
time, or even semantics. Attention can also be modeled so as to compare the input data with a given
element (a query) based on similarity or significance. But it can also learn the concept of relevant
element by itself, thus creating a representation to which the important data should be similar.
We have also discussed the possible role of attention in addressing fundamental AI challenges.
In particular, we have shown how attention can be a means of injecting knowledge into the neu-
ral model, so as to represent specific features, or to exploit knowledge acquired previously, as in
transfer learning settings. We speculate that this could pave the way to new challenging research
avenues, where attention could be exploited to enforce the combination of sub-symbolic models
with symbolic knowledge representations, especially to perform reasoning tasks, or to address nat-
ural language understanding. In a similar vein, attention could be a key ingredient of unsupervised
learning architectures, as recent works suggest, by guiding and focusing the training process where
no supervision is given in advance.
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